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Minutes of the Otonabee Region Conservation Authority Board of Directors meeting held Thursday,
June 20, 2019 at the Otonabee Conservation Centre, Peterborough, ON.
Chair:
Vice Chair:
Secretary-Treasurer:

Andy Mitchell
Sherry Senis
Dan Marinigh
Present

Directors
City of Kawartha Lakes
City of Peterborough
City of Peterborough
City of Peterborough
Municipality of Trent Hills
Township of Asphodel-Norwood
Township of Cavan Monaghan
Township of Douro-Dummer
Township of Otonabee-South Monaghan
Township of Selwyn
Township of Selwyn

Tracy Richardson
Diane Therrien
Kim Zippel
Gary Baldwin
Michael Metcalf
Paula Warr
Ryan Huntley
Karl Moher
Joe Taylor
Andy Mitchell
Sherry Senis

Staff
CAO/ Secretary-Treasurer
Manager, Corporate Services
Manager, Plan Review & Permitting Services

Dan Marinigh
Denyse Landry
Jennifer Clinesmith

Absent

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Guests:
A. Administration
1.

Chair’s Remarks and Introductions
The Chair called the meeting to order at 5:10 pm.
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Motion 056/19

Moved by Karl Moher
Seconded by Kim Zippel
Resolved, that the Agenda for the May 16, 2019 Board of Directors
meeting be approved.
Carried

2.

Disclosure of Conflict of Interest
None declared.

3.

Delegations
There were no delegations.

4.

2019-042: Minutes of the Board of Directors meeting held May 16, 2019
Motion 057/19

Moved by Michael Metcalf
Seconded by Paula Warr
Resolved, That the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting of the
Otonabee Region Conservation Authority held May 16, 2019 be
approved.
Carried

5.

Business Arising from the Minutes
There was no business arising from the minutes.

B. Presentation
1.

Floodplain mapping for Meade & Curtis Creeks
Jennifer Clinesmith presented an overview of the Meade and Curtis Creeks floodplain mapping
projects. Jennifer will be presenting the information to the contributing municipalities and will
circulate the presentation dates to Directors.
Motion 058/19

Moved by Ryan Huntley
Seconded by Sherry Senis
Resolved, That the presentation “Floodplain mapping for Meade and
Curtis Creeks” be received as information.
Carried

2.

FCM Asset Management Planning for CA’s
Dan Marinigh introduced John Price and Roddy Bolivar who presented information on Asset
Management Planning.
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Motion 059/19

Moved by Sherry Senis
Seconded by Gary Baldwin
Resolved, That the presentation “FCM Asset Management Planning for
CA’s” be received as information.
Carried

C.

Reports for Information

1.
2.
3.

2019-043: CAO/Secretary-Treasurer Monthly Activity Report
2019-044: Strategic Plan – Semi Annual Progress Report
2019-045: Plan to address amendments to the Conservation Authorities Act
Dan Marinigh presented these reports. Dan indicated that the Regulations supporting Bill 108
have not been developed.
Tracy Richardson left the meeting.
Motion 060/19

Moved by Kim Zippel
Seconded by Paula Warr
Resolved, That Reports 2019-043 “CAO/Secretary-Treasurer Monthly
Report”; Report 2019-044 “Strategic Plan – Semi Annual Progress
Report”; and Report 2019-045 “Plan to Address Amendments to the
Conservation Authorities Act” be received for information.
Carried

D.

Correspondence & Media Coverage
Dan Marinigh presented this report.
Motion 061/19

Moved by Karl Moher
Seconded by Kim Zippel
Resolved, That Report Number 2019-046 titled “Correspondence & Media
Coverage” be received as information.
Carried

E.

Open Forum

F.

Closed Session
Motion 062/19

Moved by Ryan Huntley
Seconded by Gary Baldwin
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Resolved, That the Board of Directors meeting move into caucus.
Carried

Motion 063/19

Moved by Paula Warr
Seconded by Karl Moher
Resolved, That the Board of Directors meeting rise from caucus.
Carried

As there was no further business, the meeting adjourned on motion by Director Huntley at 6:35pm.

Chair or Vice Chair

Secretary-Treasurer

/DL
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TO:

Chair and Members of the Board

FROM:

Denyse Landry, Manager, Corporate Services

MEETING DATE:

August 15, 2019

SUBJECT:

Tangible Capital Asset Management Policy

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to obtain Board approval of a Tangible Capital Asset Management Policy
RECOMMENDED MOTION:
1) Resolved, That Report 2019- 048 titled “Tangible Capital Asset Management Policy” be
received; and
2) Resolved, That the Tangible Capital Asset Management Policy as presented be approved; and
3) Resolved, That staff be authorized and directed to do all things necessary to give effect to these
resolutions.
BACKGROUND:
The delivery of the Authority’s programs and services is dependent on well maintained and functional
tangible capital assets. Tangible capital assets represent a significant expense to the Authority. A policy
that directs how tangible capital assets are maintained, rehabilitated and replaced is critical to ensure
that tangible capital assets are available for program and service delivery in a cost effective manner.
DISCUSSION:
Over the last 3 years the Authority has made a significant effort to document the Authority’s
dependency on tangible capital assets required for the effective delivery of programs and services. The
work included undertaking an inventory and preparing an assessment of the condition of each asset,
and estimating remaining useful life and replacement costs.
Attached as Appendix A is a recommended policy that provides a framework for the management of
the Authority’s tangible capital assets including how asset replacement needs will be integrated into
the annual capital budget.
Attached as Appendix B is an extract from the asset register showing basic information about the
assets currently in use. A few key observations can be made from the information available:
• The asset register contains 183 tangible capital assets
Report #: 2019-048
8/8/2019
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Title: Tangible Capital Asset Management Policy

Resolution #:
Approval:

Program Area: Corporate Services

Issue Date:
Date of Last Revision:

Purpose: The purpose of this policy is to establish a framework for managing the Authority’s
tangible capital assets that enables sustainable asset management practices.
Application: This policy applies to all Authority owned tangible capital assets.

Definitions:
An Asset Register is a database that holds pertinent information related to tangible capital assets
and includes information such as an asset’s location, purchase price, date the asset was put into use,
expected date of disposal and replacement cost.
Tangible Capital Assets are buildings, land, land improvements, computers, furniture, equipment
and machinery, infrastructure, vehicles and capital works in process, as defined in the Authority’s
Tangible Capital Asset policy.
Levels of Service define the quality of service required of an asset to perform a service or function.
Replacement Cost is the estimated value to replace an existing asset at a certain point in time.
Asset Condition is an evaluation of the state of an asset and determines its remaining length of
service.
Asset Value Threshold is the lowest price whereby an asset is capitalized, as defined in the
Authority’s Tangible Capital Asset policy.
Policy Principles:

1. Assets will be managed using a life cycle approach (“cradle to grave”) to ensure that tangible
capital assets are properly maintained and to plan for their future rehabilitation or
replacement.
2. Tangible Capital Assets will only be acquired where it can be demonstrated that they are
essential to the delivery of the Authority’s programs and services.

The Otonabee Region Conservation Authority
250 Milroy Drive, Peterborough, ON K9H 7M9
Phone: 705-745-5791 Fax: 705-745-7488
Email: otonabeeca@otonabee.com Website: www.otonabee.com
Board Report #: 2019-048
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3. The priority for replacement/rehabilitation will primarily be based on condition assessments.
4. The Authority’s Asset Register will be updated annually.
5. The annual budget will include a 10 year forecast of tangible capital assets to be acquired,
rehabilitated or replaced.
6. Classes of capital assets and their threshold values as found in the Tangible Capital Asset
policy will be the definitions and standards used in the asset register

Procedures:
1. Managers are responsible for:
a. estimating all life cycle costs and maintenance standards for assets under their
control;
b. reviewing the Asset Register annually by June 30 to verify that all assets under their
control have been identified and that any assets that have been disposed of are
removed from the register; and
c. Updating no less frequently than every 3 years the assessment of the condition and
the replacement costs of each tangible capital assets item under their control.
2. The Manager, Corporate Services is responsible for :
a. ensuring that the Asset Register is complete, accurate and updated annually;
b. generating the 10 year forecast of tangible capital assets to be acquired, rehabilitated
or replaced for inclusion in the annual budget.
3. The Authority will maintain records of all maintenance activities for all tangible capital assets.

Related Policies and Other Documents:
Tangible Capital Asset Policy

2
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ASSET CONDITION ASSESSMENT
A. Asset and its components functioning as intended; limited
deterioration observed on major systems
B. Asset and its components functioning as intended; for most
infrastructure this suggests that no maintenance is anticipated
within the next 5 years
C. The asset and its components are functioning as intended;
normal deterioration and minor destress observed; maintenance
will be required within the next 5 years to maintain functionality
D. The asset and its components are not functioning as intended;
significant deterioration and distress observed; maintenance
and some repair required in the next year to restore functionality
E. The asset and its components are not functioning as intended;
significant deterioration and major distress observed, possible
damage to support structure; may present a risk to people or
materials; must be dealt with without delay.

Page 10
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TO:

Chair and Members of the Board

FROM:

Meredith Carter, Manager, Watershed Management Programs

MEETING DATE:

August 15, 2019

SUBJECT:

Procurement - Hydrometric Station Conversion Project

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to obtain Board approval to waive the competitive procurement
requirements for the Hydrometric Station Conversion Project.
RECOMMENDED MOTION:
1) Resolved, That Report 2019-049 titled “Procurement - Hydrometric Station Conversion Project”
be received; and
2) Resolved, That the Board approve the waiving of competitive procurement requirements for
payments made to the Water Survey of Canada for the Hydrometric Station Conversion Project;
3) Resolved, That staff be authorized to sign an agreement with the Water Survey of Canada for
the project, and
4) Resolved, That staff be authorized and directed to do all things necessary to give effect to these
resolutions.
BACKGROUND:
The Authority is working with the Water Survey of Canada (WSC) on a project to rationalize the
number, location and ownership of hydrometric stations in the Otonabee Region watershed. The
project involves transferring and upgrading Authority owned stations to the Water Survey of Canada.
The Authority’s purchasing policy requires that any expenditure greater than $25,000 in value be
tendered and that the Board approve the awarding of any contract greater than $25,000 in value.
DISCUSSION:
The purpose of the joint Authority and Water Survey of Canada Hydrometric Station Conversion
Project is to rationalize the number, location and ownership of hydrometric stations in the Otonabee
Region. The scope of changes is as follows:
1. WSC taking over the Authority's station on the Otonabee River at Matchett Line in the
Township of Otonabee South Monaghan;
2. WSC taking over the Authority’s station on the Ouse River at the Cedar Street bridge in
Report #: 2019-049
8/8/2019
Page: 1

Norwood;
3. WSC taking over the Authority’s station on the Indian River at the Hope Mill dam;
4. WSC decommissioning the Squirrel Creek Station near Bailieboro in the Township of Cavan
Monaghan; and
5. WSC decommissioning or transferring to Parks Canada the Indian River at Gilchrist Bay Station.
The Water Survey of Canada will continue to operate and maintain the following stations:
1. Baxter Creek in Millbrook;
2. Jackson Creek near Jackson Heights;
3. Jackson Creek in Peterborough; and
4. Ouse River near Westwood.
The Authority is responsible for costs associated with upgrading the stations that are being transferred
and for the removal of residual structures including foundations at the sites where the station is being
decommissioned. Once established the ongoing costs of operation and maintenance of the stations will
be borne by the Water Survey of Canada.
The Authority’s 2019 Operating Budget has set aside $37,500 for this project. An amount greater than
$25,000 will likely be transferred to the Water Survey of Canada for costs associated with taking over
and upgrading the Authority owned stations.
Approval is being sought to waive the competitive procurement requirements and to authorize staff to
sign an agreement with the Water Survey of Canada to undertake the work. There are no other viable
suppliers or partners for this project and therefore a competitive procurement process is not a viable
course of action.
ANALYSIS:
Assessment of Potential Risk:
(Required for all matters requiring Board decision/approval)
Risks that would impact the successful achievement of the
proposal & actions to mitigate the risk
None anticipated

Likelihood
Impact
High/Medium/Low High/Medium/Low
Low
low

Contributes to the Advancement of the following Strategic Goals:
☒Safeguard people and property from flooding and other natural hazards
☐Contribute to the maintenance of a healthy and resilient natural environment
☐Provide recreational opportunities in the natural environment
☐Build awareness and understanding of the value of the natural environment
☐Supports organizational excellence
Budget and Financial Implications:
☒Can be implemented within the approved budget
☐Dependent on receipt of external sources of funding
☐Will require an adjustment to the approved budget
Report #: 2019-049
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TO:

Chair and Members of the Board

FROM:

Dan Marinigh, CAO/Secretary-Treasurer

MEETING DATE:

August 15, 2019

SUBJECT:

Revisions to Program & Service Structure and Descriptions

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to obtain Board approval for revisions to the Authority’s program and
service structure and descriptions.
RECOMMENDED MOTION:
1) Resolved, That Report 2019-050 titled “Revisions to Program & Service Structure and
Descriptions” be received; and
2) Resolved, That the Program and Service Descriptions as presented be approved; and
3) Resolved, That staff be authorized and directed to do all things necessary to give effect to these
resolutions.
BACKGROUND:
The Conservation Authorities Act was recently amended. The amendments include a new framework
describing the programs and services an authority is required or permitted to provide. The legislative
provisions describe these as follows:
1. Mandatory programs and services that are required by regulation;
a. Risk of hazard,
b. Conservation and management of lands owned or controlled by the authority, and
c. The authority’s duties, functions and responsibilities as a source protection authority
under the Clean Water Act.
2. Municipal programs and services that the authority agrees to provide on behalf of
municipalities situated in whole or in part within its area of jurisdiction under a memorandum
of understanding,
3. Such other programs and services as the authority may determine are advisable to further its
objects.
The regulations describing the requirements and standards for the mandatory programs and services
are not presently available.
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The legislation also prescribes requirements associated with processes and agreements that must be
met should an authority wish to finance other program and services from the municipal levy. These
requirements will be described further in a future regulation.
Otonabee Conservation presently organizes and describes its current suite of programs and services
under a functional/organizational type framework. The 2019 budget was developed under this
structure.
DISCUSSION:
In distinguishing between mandatory, municipal and other, the new legislative program and service
framework in essence frames what an Authority does, and who it is accountable to.
It is timely to revise the Authority’s current program and service descriptions and structure. Making
revisions for the 2020 budget will align the Authority with the new legislative program and service
description framework and position the authority to meet the proposed new requirements for
financing programs and services with municipal levy.
Staff are recommending that revised program and service descriptions and structure as provided in
Appendix A be approved for use in the preparation of the 2020 budget.
The recommended program and service description does not add anything new or take anything away
from what was offered in 2019 it simply aligns todays program and services to the new legislative
framework.
What an Authority Does:
The Natural Hazard Program, Conservation Lands Program and Drinking Water Source Protection
Program align with the new legislative framework.
The Corporate Services captures all things required to operate an agency with a mandate to deliver
certain programs and services. The legislative framework is not clear on how these costs are to be
treated, but for now they will be captured under a corporate services category.
The Natural Resources Conservation Program captures current activities that do not neatly fall within
the three mandatory programs and services.
Who the Authority is Accountable To:
The Authority is accountable to the province for the delivery of the mandated programs and services as
described in the legislation and to the standards and requirements described in regulation
The Authority is accountable to member municipalities for the delivery of municipal programs and
services as described in any memorandum of understanding the Authority has with them.
The Authority is accountable to itself for the delivery of other programs and services that it believes
Report #: 2019-050
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Program Descriptions

Natural Hazard Program
Purpose:
To protect life and property from flooding and other natural hazards
Authority Program & Services:
Deliver the Authority’s permitting responsibilities, ensuring compliance to Ontario Regulation
167/06 and related policies, timely customer service and appropriate enforcement action
Meet the Authority’s delegated responsibility to represent the provincial interest in natural
hazards through timely engagement with member municipalities in the review of applications
under the Planning Act
Acquire and maintain floodplain mapping
Deliver water safety and natural hazard related education programs
Operate a flood forecasting and warning system to ensure that residents and municipalities are
aware of potential flood related events in a timely manner; and during storm events support
municipally led emergency response
Monitor watershed conditions to detect low water conditions and support the Water Response
Team in responding to low water events
Operate and maintain water and ice control structures ensuring that they are in safe working
order and that public safety measures are in place
Municipal Programs & Services:
none

Program & Service Structure and Descriptions – July 24, 2019
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Program Descriptions

Conservation Lands Program
Purpose:
To manage and conserve lands owned by the Authority for the protection of biodiversity and
natural heritage including the preservation of areas of significant environmental and ecological
importance
To provide opportunities for outdoor recreation
Authority Program & Services:
Ensure the proper management and stewardship of the 10,300 acres of land owned by the
Authority
Maintain several free day-use conservation areas (i.e. Harold Town, Miller Creek, Young’s Point,
Imagine the Marsh, Jackson Creek Trail, Squirrel Creek, Selwyn Beach) for outdoor recreation
activities including hiking, biking, geo-caching, nature viewing, boating, picnicking, fishing and
swimming
Operate Warsaw Caves Conservation Area for day-use activities including hiking, biking, geocaching, nature viewing, boating, picnicking, fishing, swimming and spelunking, and group and
family camping. Includes canoe rentals and retail sales (i.e. ice, firewood, headlamps, etc.)
Municipal Programs & Services:
Operate Beavermead Campground for group, public and seasonal camping. Includes canoe
rentals and retail sales (i.e. ice, firewood, etc.)

Program & Service Structure and Descriptions – July 24, 2019
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Program Descriptions

Drinking Water Source Protection Program
Purpose:
To contribute to the protection of existing and future sources of municipal drinking water by
delivering the duties, functions and responsibilities of a source protection authority under the
Clean Water Act
Authority Program & Services:
Implement water quality & quantity monitoring programs in partnership with various provincial
agencies
Support municipalities in the Otonabee-Peterborough Source Protection Authority to
implement the policies of the Trent Source Protection Plan and meet the requirements of the
Clean Water Act
Provide administrative support to the Otonabee-Peterborough Source Protection Authority to
meet all of their obligations under the Trent Source Protection Plan and the Clean Water Act.
Municipal Programs & Services:
Fulfill the Authority’s obligations outlined in the agreements with municipalities to:
• enforce Part IV of the Clean Water Act through activities of the Risk Management Office
and to ensure compliance with the Trent Source Protection Plan and the Clean Water
Act
• develop and implement an Education & Outreach Program as required by the Trent
Source Protection Plan policies

Program & Service Structure and Descriptions – July 24, 2019
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Program Descriptions

Corporate Services
Purpose:
To foster organizational excellence that ensures the effective and efficient delivery of program
and services
Authority Program & Services:
Support the Board of Directors in meeting its legislated mandate and responsibilities
Provide the necessary administrative and support services for the efficient and effective
operation of the Authority (i.e. payroll, purchasing, financial, human resources, IT, GIS, vehicle,
equipment and facility management)
Provide communications & marketing services
Municipal Programs & Services:
none

Program & Service Structure and Descriptions – July 24, 2019
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Program Descriptions

Natural Resources Conservation Program
Purpose:
To advance and contribute to the maintenance of a healthy and resilient natural environment
Authority Program & Services:
Support landowners to undertake stewardship activities on their lands (i.e. Tree Seedling Sales,
etc.)
Develop, market and deliver events that foster awareness of the watershed environment (i.e.
Discovery Days)
Support environmental education by providing experiential learning opportunities
Municipal Programs & Services:
Fulfill the Authority’s obligations in its Partnership Agreements with member municipalities to
provide technical review and expertise on natural heritage matters to assist the municipality in
making environmentally sound decisions on Planning Act applications
At the request of member municipalities undertake post-development monitoring programs
Undertake land stewardship projects and research and technical studies in partnership with or
on behalf of member municipalities

Program & Service Structure and Descriptions – July 24, 2019
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TO:

Chair and Members of the Board

FROM:

Dan Marinigh, CAO/Secretary-Treasurer

MEETING DATE:

August 15, 2019

SUBJECT:

CAO/Secretary-Treasurer Monthly Activity Report

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to enhance communications from the office of the CAO/SecretaryTreasurer to the Board.
RECOMMENDED MOTION:
1) Resolved, That Report Number 2019-051 titled “CAO/Secretary-Treasurer Monthly Activity
Report” be received as information.
MEETINGS & CONTACTS:
Internal:
• Weekly Manager’s meeting
• Weekly communications meeting
• Weekly call with Chair & Vice-Chair
• Monthly staff meeting
Member Municipalities:
• City of Peterborough – development project
• Selwyn Township – Customer Service Committee
• Information session – Conservation Authorities Act amendments
Conservation Authorities:
• Conservation Ontario Council
• Source Protection Committee membership interviews
Other Partners:
• MPP David Smith – introductions and updates
• MPP David Piccini – Introductions and updates

Board Report #: 2019-051
August 8, 2019
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UPDATES:
Conservation Ontario Advocacy:
Conservation Ontario, undertakes advocacy work on behalf of all 36 conservations authorities. In the
last month they have solicited comments to the following items:
•

Proposed New Canada-Ontario Agreement on Great Lakes Water Quality and Ecosystem Health

Amendments to the Conservation Authorities Act:
There have been no further developments with respect to the recent amendments to the Conservation
Authorities Act.
Ontario’s Special Advisor on Flooding:
The province has appointed Doug McNeil as a Special Advisor on flooding with a mandate to advise the
province on ways to reduce the impacts of flooding and ensure communities can recover quickly. Mr.
McNeil will assess current roles and responsibilities of governments, agencies and organizations
involved in flood management, including any opportunities for improvements; review feedback
received; identify focused recommendations; and ensure all recommendations are consistent with the
province’s ability to implement them. He is expected to file his report in the fall.
FUTURE ITEMS:
Upcoming Board Items:
•
•
•
•

Approval of a construction contract to replace the Warsaw Caves gatehouse
Preliminary performance objectives for 2020
Direction on preparing the 2020 operating & capital budget
Annual report back on the Byersville Creek interim floodplain

Upcoming Dates of Interest:
•
•

Sept. 19th - Regular Board meeting
Sept. 30th – Conservation Ontario Council

ANALYSIS:
Contributes to the Advancement of the following Strategic Goals:
☐Safeguard people and property from flooding and other natural hazards
☐Contribute to the maintenance of a healthy and resilient natural environment
☐Provide recreational opportunities in the natural environment
☐Build awareness and understanding of the value of the natural environment
☒Supports organizational excellence
Budget and Financial Implications:
☒Can be implemented within the approved budget
☐Dependent on receipt of external sources of funding
☐Will require an adjustment to the approved budget
Board Report #: 2019-051
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TO:

Chair and Members of the Board

FROM:

Jennifer Clinesmith, Manager, Plan Review and Permitting Services

MEETING DATE:

August 15, 2019

SUBJECT:

Update on Conservation Ontario’s Client Service and Streamlining Initiative

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to update the Board of the efforts of Conservation Ontario (CO) in
providing guidance and tools for all 36 Conservation Authorities (CAs) to increase their transparency
and streamline development approvals.
RECOMMENDED MOTION:
1) Resolved, That Report Number 2019-052 titled “Update on Conservation Ontario’s Client
Service and Streamlining Initiative” be received for information.
BACKGROUND:
A key stated goal of the current provincial government is to increase the supply of housing in Ontario.
One method that has been identified to provide this increase in supply is through the streamlining of
the development approvals process.
In response to this government priority, CO has undertaken a number of actions to ensure that the CA
important role in the development approval process be considered in this larger conversation.
At the April 18, 2019 Board meeting, the Directors endorsed CO Council’s approval of the Client Service
and Streamlining Initiative. This initiative is centred around three main themes:
1. Improve Client Service and Accountability while protecting public health and safety, and, the
environment.
2. Increase Speed of Approvals while protecting public health and safety, and, the environment.
3. Reduce Red tape and Regulatory burden while protecting public health and safety, and, the
environment.
Two main proposals were identified to target achieving client service and accountability and include:
a) Provide training and develop CA best practices and disseminate information through training
and creation of guidelines for all CAs,
a. Ongoing client service delivery training workshops
b. Guidelines for Client Service Standards commitment
Report #: 2019-052
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c. CA-Municipality MOU template for planning and development reviews
d. Guidelines for establishing a fee structure
e. Template for CA planning comments
b) Implement a consistent client-centric CA review and approval process checklist that provides
transparency of process and rules.
As per CO, the checklist for CA jurisdictions for high growth areas is to be publicly available by August
of 2019. Otonabee Region was identified as a medium growth CA and therefore completion of the
checklist is not required at this time. However, to ensure that the practices of Otonabee Conservation
continue to embrace CA best practices, a review of the checklist items is included below. Adherence to
the checklist will be pursued over the 2020 and 2021 time period.
Since the spring of 2019, CO has developed three (3) guidance documents for CA planning and
permitting program areas:
1. Client Service Standards for Conservation Authority Plan and Permit Review;
2. Guideline for CA Fee Administration Policies for Plan Review and Permitting; and,
3. CA Municipality MOU Template for Planning and Development Reviews.
All three of these documents were circulated to external stakeholders and comments were received
from Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO), Residential Construction Council of Ontario
(RESCON) and the Ontario Homebuilders Association (OHBA).
As part of informing the Board of these CO initiatives, the best practices identified in each document
are listed, Otonabee Conservation’s current practices vis-à-vis these best practices are presented, and
any required action/implications identified.
1. Client Service Standards for Conservation Authority Plan and Permit Review
The purpose of this document is to create a guideline that includes best practices for client service
standards. It includes several best practices to assist CAs and applicants through the CA approval
process; local CA guidelines should be consistent with the policies and procedures identified in the
guideline.
The document is structured around four main themes: 1) online decision support tools, 2) application
management and review, 3) level of service, and 4) performance evaluation and reporting.
The online decision support tools relates directly to the CA review and approval process checklist
referred to above. The chart below lists checklist requirements.
Checklist Requirement
i)

Publicly available agreements and
policies that guide CA Plan Review
and Permitting decisions:
a. CA-Municipal MOUs

Does the ORCA
already have this?

Required Action

Yes

Update of MOUs to continue

Report #: 2019-052
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ii)

32

b.

CA plan review and regulations
approval policies, procedures
and guidelines

Yes

None

c.

CA complete checklist for
planning applications

No

Existing checklist for permitting to be
modified for planning applications

d.

CA complete application
requirements for S. 28 permit
applications

Yes

None

e.

CA fee policies and fee schedules
for planning and permit
applications

Yes

Undertake review to ensure compliance
with CO guidelines

f.

CA Client Service
Standards/Commitment Policy

The Authority has
an organization
wide Customer
Service Policy
Mapping showing
regulated areas is
currently provided
to the City of
Peterborough and
the County of
Peterborough for
their respective GIS
systems
No

Modify existing policy to meet guideline
recommendations or develop program
area-specific guidelines

CA online screening maps

iii) CA annual report on review
timelines

Provide online mapping of regulated
areas for the entire watershed via the CA
maps tool

Develop annual report and undertake
modifications to existing information
management systems to allow for the
population of report

The second and third parts of the document identify best practices around application managment,
approval types, pre-consultation, complete applications, etc. It further identifies service timelines that
include reductions in existing turnaround times. The purpose of the performance evaluation and
reporting component of the guidelines is for the CA to provide annual report that speaks to decision
volumes and adherence to the level of service guidelines identified below.
Application Process Step

Timeline

Notification of complete
application requirements for
the purpose of the permit
application by the CA, start
of “paper trail”
documentation, and

Major permit applications: within 14
days of the pre-consultation meeting
• Minor permit applications: within 7
days of the pre-consultation meeting.
This will include confirmation of whether
the application is considered major or
minor, if the applicant has provided
•

Implication to Otonabee
Conservation
Complete application
requirements are typically
provided as part of preconsultations. Procedures will
be established to formalize
current practices.
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discussion of timelines and
fees - Pre-consultation

Notification whether the
permit application is
considered complete (i.e. it
has met submission
requirements) for the
purpose of CA review.

Decision (recommendation
to approve or refer to a
hearing) – Major application

adequate information (including the scale
and the scope of the work) for the CA to
make that determination. Come CAs may
choose to only notify applications where
the application is determined to be major.
• Major permit applications: within 21
days of the application being
received.
• Minor permit applications: within 14
days (previously 21 days) of the
application being received. Some CAs
may choose to only notify applicants
where the applications is determined
to be major. This eliminates
unnecessary paperwork for minor
applications while the process moves
seamlessly to a decision.
• Note that a CA may choose to issue a
permit prior to the end of the 21 day
period. In that case, no notification of
complete application would be
received.
• Note that if the application is
incomplete, the decision timeline
does not begin.
• Within 28 days (previously 90 days)
after a complete application is
received.
• Within 30 additional business days
upon each re-submission.

Decision (recommendation
to approve or refer to a
hearing) – Minor application

•

Decision (recommendation
to approve or refer to a
hearing) – Routine
application

•

•

•

Within 21 days (previously 30 days)
after a complete application is
received.
15 additional days upon each resubmission

Within 14 days (previously 30 days)
after a complete application is
received.
7 additional days upon each resubmission.

33

Otonabee Conservation does
not currently provide notice of
complete application as minor
permits are typically issued
within 21 days of being
received. A process will be
established to provide notice
of complete application to
major applications.

For applications that require
the review of two or more
technical reports, meeting this
timeline will be a challenge for
the Authority. Reallocation of
resources/realigning of
workloads will be investigated.
Additional resources may be
required.
Traditionally, minor permits
have been issued in 21 days of
less. The number of permits
received per year over the
past five years have
challenged that ability.
Additional resources may be
required.
Routine applications are
currently issued on the spot.
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2. Guideline for CA Fee Administration Policies for Plan Review and Permitting
The purpose of this document is provide guidelines regarding fee administration for CA plan review
and permitting functions. Prior to changes to the Conservation Authorities Act (currently unproclained)
that establish principles around the collection of fees in legislation, CAs were guided by the Ministry of
Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) document ‘Policies and Procedures for the Charging of
Conservation Authority Fees’. The Board of Directors for Otonabee Conservation approved the
Authority’s ‘Plan Review & Permitting Services Fee Policy and Schedule’ in 2013 (with updates in 2016
and 2017).
Item
CA fees for programs and services
– Section 21.2(1) – (5)

CA fees policy and fee schedules
for planning and permitting
services – Section 21.2(6) – (10)

CO Guidance

Implications to ORCA

• CAs may strive for 100% full
cost recovery for services not
supported through provincial
funding but may not exceed
the costs of delivering
services.
• CAs are encouraged to
consider the applicability of
other fees for services for
planning application reviews
when establishing fees
schedules

The current fee schedule is
based on 100% cost recovery for
third party applications. The
Authority does not charge fees
for municipal applications.

Eligible direct costs should be
specified in the CA fee
administration policy.
CAs must develop a fee
administrative policy
endorsed by their Board and
should be publicly available
on the CA website.
The fee policy should outline
the consultation process for
CA’s fee policy.

The direct costs that determine
fees are not articulated in the
current fee policy and schedule.
There are several costs incurred
by the Authority that are not
currently reflected in fees that
are eligible for cost recovery:
compliance costs, some
overhead costs (e.g., equipment
and software), legal expenses
and insurance, maintenance and
development of public resources
(e.g, website, fact sheets).

•

•

•

Otonabee Conservation currently
has a fee policy specific to
planning and permitting services
that is posted to the website.
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The fee policy does address
public and stakeholder
consultation on fee policy and
schedule but not with the
specificity identified in the
guideline document.
Process for mediation of fee
disputes – Section 21.2 (11) & (12)

CA’s must develop a written fee
administration policy that includes
an appeals process per MNRF
requirements.

The current fee policy includes
the required provisions.

3. CA Municipality MOU Template for Planning and Development Reviews
The ‘CA-Municipality MOU Template for Planning and Development Reviews’ was originally drafted by
AMO and subsequently updated by CO. The updated draft was circulated to external stakeholders for
review include AMO, OHBA, BILD, RESCON. The purpose of this document is to provide a template
MOU that represents best practices in articulating the relationship between Conservation Authorities
and municipalities in regards to planning and development reviews.
Otonabee Conservation has had MOU documents with the City of Peterborough and the County of
Peterborough since the 1990s. In 2012, the Authority updated the documents and entered into an
agreement with all member municipalities and the County of Peterborough. This document was one of
the eleven (11) MOUs that were reviewed by AMO and CO as part of the development of the guidance
document. A five-year review was undertaken in 2017; staff have been working with member
municipalities regarding updates in 2018 and 2019.
A high-level review of the document indicates that the main principles and sections identified in the CO
document are already included in the existing MOUs. Items included in the guidance document that
are not included in the Authority’s existing MOUs include a schedule detailing potential technical
requirements for planning applications and a schedule establishing pre-consultation, circulation and
commenting deadlines. The desire for the inclusion of such schedules within existing MOUs will be
discussed with member municipalities.
DISCUSSION:
Many of the best practices articulated within the three above-mentioned CO reports are already part
of Otonabee Conservation’s current practices as they relate to planning and permitting.
Some items (e.g., review of fee policies, review of customer service policy, formalization of complete
application practices and procedures) can be pursued within the workplans of existing staff throughout
2020.
Other items (e.g., online mapping, annual report on timelines, reduced timelines) may require a longer
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This document was developed by CO staff with input from the Conservation Ontario Timely
Reviews and Approvals Taskforce. The draft document was circulated to all conservation
authority CAOs/GMs, as well as forwarded to CA Planning and Regulations contacts for their
review and feedback. Conservation Ontario also hosted a Multi-Stakeholder Process Flow
Workshop in April, which identified a number of best practices. Comments received from CA
feedback and the Multi-Stakeholder Process Flow Workshop were incorporated into an update
to this draft guidelines, which was circulated to a number of external stakeholders for their
review and feedback. This final version incorporates the advice received from those stakeholders
as well.

Background
In April 2019, Conservation Ontario (CO) Council endorsed the CO Client Service and
Streamlining Initiative. This initiative identifies actions to be taken by CAs, in order to help the
Province achieve its objective of increasing housing supply while protecting public health and
safety, and the environment. CO developed three documents to support the initiative:
1. CA-Municipality MOU Template for Planning and Development Reviews;
2. Guideline for Client Service Standards for Conservation Authority Plan and Permit
Review; and
3. Guideline for CA Fee Administration Policies for Plan Review and Permitting.
It is important to note that a number of CAs already have comprehensive service delivery
standards, MOUs, and fee structures and associated fee policies/guidelines in place. The 2019
CO documents supplement existing CA documents to support the Province’s objective as noted
above.
CO used existing CA resources to form a guideline that includes best practices for client service
standards. The CO guideline includes several best practices to assist CAs and applicants through
the CA approval process. Local CA client service procedures and policies should be consistent
with this CO guideline. The costs associated with implementing the best practices and
performance evaluation and reporting described in the guideline can be recovered through CA
fees.
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Conservation Authority Roles and Activities
The role of the CA in plan input and review (i.e. Planning), and in permit review (i.e. Permitting)
is summarized below.
Planning – Plan Input and Review
The CA is involved in the review of planning applications under the Planning Act in five ways: as
an agency with provincially delegated responsibility for the natural hazard policies of the
Provincial Policy Statement (PPS); as a municipal technical advisor; as a public body under
various regulations made under the Planning Act; as a watershed-based resource management
agency and as landowners.
● The CA is delegated responsibility under the Provincial One Window Planning System for
Natural Hazards. CAs review municipal policy documents and development applications
under the Planning Act and ensure they are consistent with the natural hazard policies
of the PPS. This delegated provincial responsibility is also typically included in local CAMunicipal Memorandum of Understandings (MOUs) for municipal plan review. In this
delegated role, Conservation Authorities represent the “Provincial Interest” in planning
exercises with respect to natural hazards.
● The CA may also provide technical advice to municipalities for planning applications
through service agreements or MOUs. In this capacity, CA staff may provide technical
input on potential environmental impacts and how impacts can be avoided or
minimized. Comments may apply to a range of matters according to the MOU including,
but not limited to: natural hazards, natural heritage, water quality and quantity,
stormwater management, and other Provincial Plans such as the Oak Ridges Moraine
Conservation Plan, Niagara Escarpment Plan, Greenbelt Plan, Growth Plan for the
Greater Golden Horseshoe; certain policies referred to in the Lake Simcoe Protection
Act, Great Lakes Protection Act, and Clean Water Act; as well as local Official Plan policy
and zoning by-law implementation.
● Planning Act Regulations require municipalities to give notice to CAs regarding changes
to policy documents such as Official Plans and Zoning By-laws and planning applications,
such as plans of subdivision.
● The CA provides additional comments related to local watershed management as a
watershed-based resource management agency.
● CAs are also landowners, and as such, may become involved in the planning and
development process either as a proponent or in a third-party capacity as an adjacent
landowner.
Generally municipalities act as planning approval authorities and are responsible for the
planning process. It is recognized that the CA may not have a role in all Planning Act
applications, but for purposes of this guideline and the identification of best practices, it is
assumed that there is a review role for the CA. A summary of the roles of CAs in plan review is
included below in Table 1.
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Table 1: CA Roles in Plan Review
Role

Type of Role

Required,
Through
Agreement or
Voluntary
Required

Representing

Result

Regulatory
Agency (S. 28 of
the Conservation
Authorities Act)
Delegated
“Provincial
Interest”
Public Bodies

Decision Making

Provincial
Interests

CA responsible
for decision

Review/
Commenting

Required

Provincial
Interest

Review/
Commenting

All

Authority
Interests

Service Provider

Service

Through
Agreement

Landowners

Review/
Commenting /
Proponents

Voluntary

Terms of
Agreement
(MOU)
Authority
Interests

Comments must
be considered by
municipality
Comments
should be
considered by
municipality
Dependent upon
terms of the
agreement
Comments may
be considered by
the municipality

Permitting – Permit Review
The CA issues permits under Section 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act. Section 28 allows
the CA to regulate development and activities in or adjacent to river or stream valleys,
shorelines of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River system and inland lakes, watercourses,
hazardous lands (e.g. unstable soil, bedrock, and slopes), wetlands and other areas around
wetlands. Development taking place on these lands may require permission from the CA to
confirm that the control of flooding, erosion, dynamic beaches, pollution or the conservation of
land are not affected.
The CA also regulates the straightening, changing, diverting or interfering in any way with the
existing channel of a river, creek, stream, and watercourse or for changing or interfering in any
way with a wetland.
Upon proclamation of the new S. 28 under the Conservation Authorities Act, the CA would also
consider whether the activity is likely to create conditions or circumstances that, in the event of
a natural hazard, might jeopardize the health or safety of persons or result in the damage or
destruction of property.
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As CAs are responsible for the review of S. 28 permit applications, they have greater control
over the timeliness of approvals as compared to their role in plan input and review.

Guideline: Client Service Standards for Plan and Permit Review
This guideline, on client service standards for plan and permit review, is divided into the
following key matters that support process streamlining, efficiency and transparency:





Online decision support tools
Application management and review
Level of service
Performance evaluation and reporting.

In addition to the above, Appendix A includes an example “general complete application
submission for S. 28 permit applications”, with important footnotes. Appendix B includes an
example CA client service delivery charter, which could be modified further for the local
planning and permit review program.

1. Online Decision Support Tools
In April 2019 Conservation Ontario Council endorsed the Service Delivery and Streamlining Initiative which
included a commitment to implement a consistent client-centric CA review and approval process checklist
that provides transparency of process and rules. The checklist is to be completed and publicly accessible
by August for CA jurisdictions with high growth areas. The checklist includes:
i. Having publicly accessible agreements and policies that guide reviews and decision making, including:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

CA/Municipal MOUs or Technical Service Agreements,
CA plan review and regulation approvals policies/guidelines
CA Complete application requirements
CA Fee schedules and/or policies
CA Client Service Standards Commitment/Policy [including for example, timelines and
identification of a senior CA staff contact serving as a ‘client service facilitator’ for plan review
and/or permit applications issue management]

ii. CA Online screening maps
iii. CA Annual report on review timelines
Regardless of the growth pressures experienced in their watershed, all CAs are encouraged to implement
the client-centric CA review and approval process checklist as soon as possible.
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The CA should ensure that these decision support tools are available to the public on the CA
website and at the CA office. These tools and documents include:








Online screening maps
CA-Municipal MOU or technical service agreements
CA plan review and regulation approvals policies, procedures and guidelines
CA technical checklist for planning applications
CA complete application requirements for S. 28 permit applications
CA fee policies and schedules for planning and permit applications
CA Client Service Standards Commitment/Policy.

1.1 Online screening maps
Planning applications are typically examined by CA planners and water resources engineers and
may be reviewed by other technical staff such as hydrogeologists, geotechnical engineers,
ecologists, etc. Critical advice is provided using the best available, most up to date science and
information.
It is important to recognize that mapping can be updated for various reasons, for example, sitespecific studies or new and updated guidelines will influence the mapping. In the “Made-inOntario Environment Plan”, the Province has also identified the need to support environmental
planning and to update natural hazard technical guidelines to reflect climate change.
Online screening maps allow clients to efficiently screen development projects, while also
supporting transparency and public access to essential information. The following best
practices can help manage online screening maps, with a priority placed on the CA regulated
area screening map:









The CA will ensure that a CA board approved screening map for the CA regulated area is
available to watershed municipalities and the public.
The screening map will allow for users to view the CA regulated area as a separate data
layer [map showing the overall CA S. 28 Regulation Limit].
The CA regulated area maps should be updated per the “Procedure for Updating Section
28 Mapping: Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines
and Watercourses Regulations”, endorsed by Conservation Ontario Council April, 2018
The CA regulated area maps should be updated on an annual basis (at minimum) for
housekeeping changes; and from time to time to maintain accuracy, for example when
new provincial technical guidelines are available.
The updated map will be approved by the CA board in a timely fashion, prior to making
it available to the public.
The CA should ensure accurate reporting of mapping updates, public consultation (to
provide information and receive comments), and notification to the Ministry of Natural
Resources and Forestry (MNRF) per the “Procedure for Updating Section 28 Mapping:
Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and
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Watercourses Regulations”, endorsed by Conservation Ontario Council April, 2018. The
CA will notify the public of changes to mapped regulated areas.
The CA regulated area screening map should be searchable by municipal address.
The applicable criteria for the CA regulated area map, for example provincial technical
guidelines, could be made available on the CA website if the guideline is a public
document. If the guideline is not made public, then the CA will provide general contact
information such that the user can request further information from the organization
that issued the guideline.
The CA will have an agreement that includes a clear disclaimer statement for users of
the available map layers. The agreement should appear on top of the map layer such
that the user must click “Accept” before being able to view the map layer. See the
Example Disclaimer Introduction box below, which as a best practice can be inserted at
the beginning of the disclaimer statement for improved clarity. Note the following
important matters regarding click-wrap and data sharing agreements:
o There may be general clauses in the disclaimer that apply to all CAs, but the
dataset-specific inclusions will vary from region to region depending on the
source of the data, who owns the Intellectual Property (IP), and other variables.
This variation will apply to each unique layer that the CA includes in their web
mapping application.
o Data layers such as natural feature mapping etc. are typically obtained from
external sources; therefore diligence is required while displaying these. Add links
to where additional data may be obtained beyond CA regulated area mapping
such as Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) etc. for wetland data, Areas
of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSI) etc.
o Conservation authorities have access to the Assessment Parcel layer as sublicensees through the Ontario Parcel Alliance (OPA), which is administered by the
Province of Ontario through Land Information Ontario (LIO). The OPA is an
agreement between the Province, Municipal Property Assessment Corporation
(MPAC) and Teranet and sets out specific requirements that need to be met
before parcel data can be used on a web mapping application. A schedule needs
to be completed and signed and the CA has to display certain language in their
application as a condition of use.
o Orthophotography comes to Conservation Authorities from a variety of sources –
one of which is municipal partners. Each of these would come with their own
specific agreement that would include various rights and obligations. Provincial
acquisitions (like SWOOP, SCOOP, FRI and DRAPE), for example, stipulate that
these images cannot be displayed on public facing web mapping applications
under any circumstances within a two-year period following their capture. After
that, they can be used with acknowledgment of the Crown copyright, etc.
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o It would be a best practice for CAs to strive toward making their data available
for direct download. An open data licence can help protect against legal action.
This licence should be made available on the website and easily accessible by the
public.




At the discretion of the CA, other information layers may also be provided, for example:
floodlines, wetlands, parcel boundaries, source protection areas, intake protection
zones, wellhead protection areas, etc. The CA must ensure that relevant best practices
are followed for all displayed layers.
Mapping that informs plan review and technical services can be very complicated, and
the services provided by the CA vary depending on the MOU with each municipality. CA
websites and fee schedules should include plain language descriptions of the types of
services and mapping provided by the CA.

Example Introduction for Disclaimer for Regulated Area Mapping
The mapping is for information screening purposes only, and shows the approximate
regulation limits. The text of Ontario Regulation [Specific Reg. Number] supersedes the
mapping as represented by this data layer. This mapping is subject to change. A site specific
determination may be made by the [Name of Conservation Authority].
This layer is the approximate limit for areas regulated under Ontario Regulation [Specific
Reg. Number] – [Name of Conservation Authority]: Development, Interference with
Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and Watercourses, which came into effect [Date].
The Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and
Watercourses Regulation affects what and where a Conservation Authority can regulate.
Specifically, this regulation allows the Conservation Authority to:
1) Prohibit, regulate or provide permission for development if the control of flooding,
erosion, dynamic beaches, pollution or the conservation of land may be affected by
the development.
2) Prohibit, regulate or provide permission for straightening, changing, diverting or
interfering in any way with the existing channel of a river, creek, stream,
watercourse or changing or interfering with a wetland.

1.2 Other relevant documents
As a best practice, the CA will post relevant decision support tools and documents on the CA
website. CA-Municipal MOUs or technical service agreements will be posted on CA websites to
allow the public to understand how the CA works with local municipalities for plan review and
technical services. In addition, CA websites will include other decision support tools such as: CA
plan review policies/guidelines; CA Act regulation approvals policies/guidelines; CA technical
checklist for planning applications; and CA complete application requirements and checklists for
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S. 28 permit applications. CA fee policies and schedules and the CA Client Service Standards
Commitment/Policy will also be publically available on the CA website.
The costs associated with implementing the best practices can be recovered through CA fees.

2. Application Management and Review
2.1 Application Management
The following are best practices to ensure that applications are managed efficiently:






The CA will implement an internal application tracking system to support efficiency and
transparency. Applications are prioritized based on a few factors such as the order in
which they are submitted, the complexity, and whether the permit applications are
complete or resubmissions. Planning applications may be prioritized based on
discussions with and in agreement with the municipality.
The CA will identify a senior CA staff member as a one point contact to be the ‘client
service facilitator’ for issues management around plan review and/or permit
applications. The senior CA staff person working in this capacity should participate in
regular meetings with the development community in the CA watershed.
The CA will prioritize S. 28 permit applications for emergency works to respond to
circumstances that pose a risk to life and/or property. The CA will note this in the local
CA-Municipal MOU.

Each application differs on specifics of the project, location, and the nature, scale and scope of
the proposed development. Applications also may have various supporting technical studies.
The different types of applications that are received by the CA may include, for example:



Planning Act Applications (Official Plan Amendments, Zoning By-law Amendments,
Minor Variances, Plans of Subdivision and Condominium, Site Plan Control, etc.)
Permissions under S. 28 of the CA Act (soil placement/ re-grading, industrial
development, construction of homes, relocations of watercourses, construction of
accessory structures such as sheds, etc.).

Developments may undergo both planning and permitting review from the CA. Although there
is a need to ensure that Planning Act applications are coordinated with S. 28 permit
applications, these are two distinct application processes. Planning Act applications have to
meet tests under the Planning Act, Provincial Policy Statement, Official Plans and any applicable
provincial plan, whereas S. 28 applications have to meet the requirements of the CA Act and
individual CA S. 28 regulations.
The emphasis should be on land use planning first, which must take into account the same land
use constraints that CAs regulate through their S.28 regulations. Involvement of the CA in the
planning process supports good land use planning, which in turn helps to avoid situations
where an application is approved under the Planning Act that cannot be approved under S.28
of the CA Act.
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2.2 Application Categories
2.2.1 Plan Input and Review Activities under the Planning Act
Municipalities circulate the following types of planning documents and applications made
under the Planning Act to the CA:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Official plans and plan amendments
Zoning by-laws and amendments, holding by-laws and interim control by-laws
Plans of subdivision or condominium
Site plan control
Consents/Land Division
Minor variances

2.2.1a Plan Input
Under the CO/MNRF/MMAH MOU on CA Delegated Responsibilities, CAs have responsibility for
representing the “Provincial Interest” for natural hazard policies (s. 3.1) of the Provincial Policy
Statement, 2014 (PPS) under the Planning Act. The MOU with the Province commits CAs to
review policy documents and development proposals processed under the Planning Act. CAs
also have a commenting role in approval of new or amended ‘Special Policy Areas’ for flood
plains under Section 3.1.3 of the PPS, where such designations are feasible.
Many CAs enter into technical service agreements or MOUs with municipalities for plan input
advisory services. As a best practice, the CA-Municipal MOU should mutually establish service
standards which should include the timelines for circulation and review of planning documents.
Refer to the CO template for CA-Municipal MOU.
2.2.1b Plan Review
Some applications require significant CA staff involvement for review. These may include highly
complex projects requiring technical review and comprehensive analysis, or smaller, site
specific applications with complex technical reviews. Some applications involve large
developments with significant natural hazards, environmental impacts, or multiple approvals.
Generally, these include Plans of Subdivision and Condominium, and complex Site Plan Control
applications often coupled with Official Plan or Zoning By-law amendments.
Some projects have less of an environmental impact than major projects. They could require
scoped technical studies. These projects typically have a lower level of hazard risk. Based on the
proximity of the project to regulated areas, these planning applications are reviewed by CA staff
and generally require standard recommendations to the municipality.
The CA determines the fees for each planning application in accordance with approved fee
schedules. The fee schedules are based on the complexity of the application and technical
review required, which influences the staff time and resources needed for the review.
Certain activities proposed under planning applications may also trigger the need for a CA Act S.
28 permit (see below).
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2.2.2 Permit Application Streams
This CO guideline defines permit applications as “major”, “minor” or “routine”, to support the
streamlining of the application review process. This is aligned with or exceeds the standards of
the “Policies and Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan Review and Permitting Activities”,
published by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry in 2010.
It is recognized that many CAs divide permit applications into more streams than the three
described in this guideline, for example: minor, standard/routine, complex, compliance (where
works have been undertaken or is in process of being undertaken without prior approval from
the CA), restoration (where works have been undertaken that do not comply with the CA S. 28
policies and procedures, and restoration/remediation measures are required), etc.
It is also recognized that some CAs divide permit applications into different streams for the
purpose of determining appropriate fees, or separately for the purpose of determining the
permit decision timeline.
In the CA service standards, as a best practice, the CA should clearly define and distinguish
streams that are for determining fees and streams that are for determining permit decision
timelines. As well, for the purpose of determining permit decision timelines, the applications
should be categorized into the three main streams of: major, minor and routine permit
applications. This supports an easier understanding by the public and streamlining of the
process.




Major applications for S. 28 permits require significant staff involvement. They could be
highly complex projects, for example, large subdivisions requiring technical review
supported by comprehensive analysis, or smaller scale site specific applications that
require complex technical reviews. The proposals may involve developments with
significant natural hazards, environmental impacts, or multiple approval processes
requirements. Generally, these would include Plans of Subdivision and Condominium,
large Site Plan Control applications, and major infrastructure development. Major
applications could also include those where works have been undertaken, or are in
process of being undertaken, without prior approval from the CA; and those where
works have been undertaken that do not comply with the CA S. 28 policies and
restoration/remediation measures are required.
Permit applications for development projects could be considered minor in nature due
to the project size, level of risk, location, and/or other factors. These have minor
impacts on the control of flooding, erosion, dynamic beaches, pollution or the
conservation of land. Based on the proximity of the project to the hazard, the minor
permit applications are reviewed by CA staff and generally require standard
recommendations or conditions. Minor permit applications could be those involving, for
example, minor fill; minor development; and minor site alteration where there is a high
degree of certainty that issues associated with natural hazards are minimal.
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Routine permit applications are activities that are documented through another
approval process or are determined to have limited impacts on the control of flooding,
erosion, dynamic beaches, pollution or the conservation of land. Routine permit
applications could be those involving, Standard Compliance Requirements under the
Drainage Act and Conservation Authorities Act Protocol and non-habitable buildings and
structures that are less than 10 m2 in size.

Upon proclamation of the new S. 28 under the Conservation Authorities Act, the CA would also
consider whether the activity is likely to create conditions or circumstances that, in the event of
a natural hazard, might jeopardize the health or safety of persons or result in the damage or
destruction of property.
2.3 Pre-consultation
2.3.1 Integrated Pre-consultation for Planning Applications
Generally municipalities act as planning approval authorities and are responsible for the
planning process, including pre-consultation under the Planning Act. As CAs have a provincially
delegated responsibility related to S. 3.1 of the PPS, it is important that CAs get circulated
applications well in advance of review deadlines to ensure that natural hazard matters are
addressed.
Therefore, integrated pre-consultation with the Planning Approval Authority is a best
practice, best achieved through the CA-Municipal MOU by including provisions to involve the
CA in pre-consultation and associated meetings on Planning Act applications. This supports
clarity and certainty on the extent of the CA review and responsibilities under the Planning Act,
and also under S. 28 of the CA Act. For complex projects, it is recommended that other relevant
approval agencies, such as the Ministry of Transportation, participate in the integrated preconsultation with the planning approval authority (see example of collaborative and efficient
planning in text box below). For less complex planning applications, pre-consultation could be
conducted through phone calls, emails, and a review of online screening maps.
As a best practice, the CA should ensure that the comments provided as part of the preconsultation are included in the municipal record. For complex projects, the initial preconsultation meeting should include a discussion of major milestones with projected timelines,
as well as a commitment to ongoing discussion throughout the process. As a best practice¸ the
CA will document any follow-up technical meetings with the applicant and provide them with a
copy to ensure clarity (including information related to projected timelines, process, checklists
etc.). This will help to streamline the process for both the applicant and the CA.
The CA will work with municipalities and other agencies to ensure the pre-consultation
processes are effective in specifying the application requirements, encouraging quality
submissions, and meeting circulation timelines. Other best practices that support streamlined
planning processes include allowing a CA to pre-screen natural hazard technical studies from an
application prior to a municipality deeming it complete, including CA technical checklists as part
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of complete application requirements found within a municipality’s Official Plan, establishment
of clear submission guidelines, etc. For very complex projects, a CA may consider the use of a
design charrettes involving all parties, which is an expanded and more intense version of a preconsultation. Design charrettes can be quite successful when appropriate ground rules are
established and sufficient information about the application and the site is available prior to the
meeting.
It is recognized that substantial changes to a proposal or new information from a site visit after
pre-consultation may warrant further pre-consultation and/or changes to the CA technical
checklist for studies.
Example of Collaborative and Efficient Planning
The North Bay Mattawa Conservation Authority (NBMCA) participates on a Development
Application Review Team (DART) with the City of North Bay. All the departments of the City are
represented (including legal, tax department and economic development), as well as outside
agencies: NBMCA, North Bay Hydro, and the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and
Parks. Applicants present their projects to the group and get one set of comments from the
planning staff, in an effective and time efficient process. Read more at:
https://www.cityofnorthbay.ca/business/business-development-process/

2.3.2 Pre-consultation for Permit Applications
Pre-consultation provides an opportunity for the CA and applicant to discuss the proposal; for
the CA to determine whether the application is major or minor; and to notify the applicant of
complete application requirements for CA review of the application. However, as mentioned
earlier, as CAs are responsible for the review of S. 28 permit applications, they have greater
control over the timeliness of approvals.
Applicants are strongly encouraged to engage in pre-consultation with the CA prior to
submitting an application. It is the applicant’s responsibility to ensure an appropriate level of
pre-consultation has occurred to avoid unnecessary delays in the review of their application.
Standard application review periods assume that pre-consultation has been conducted and that
the application meets the requirements as outlined in the CA S.28 permit review guidelines.
The CA should ensure that staff resources are provided to offer timely pre-consultation
opportunities. A best practice for CAs is to ensure that the landowner or authorized agent is
included in pre-consultation meetings or at a minimum receives correspondence regarding
their application. This ensures clear communication with the agent/consultant, landowner and
CA. At the pre-consultation meeting, the CA should review the technical checklist with the
applicant to identify the appropriate studies/technical information for the proposal.
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CAs are responsible for the review of S. 28 permit applications, including arranging preconsultation meetings, site visits, permit decision timelines, etc. As per the “Policies and
Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan Review and Permitting Activities”, published by the
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry in 2010 the CA will determine whether the permit
application is major or minor and outline any outstanding information requirements within 21
days of the pre-consultation meeting, as indicated in Table 2. It is recognized that substantial
changes to a proposal or new information from a site visit after pre-consultation may warrant
further pre-consultation and/or changes to the CA complete application requirements.
Often times because of the level of pre-consultation undertaken prior to submission of an
application, the CA moves seamlessly towards processing the application and issuing the
permit. CAs may choose to only notify applicants where the application is determined to be
major (for the purpose of permit decision timelines), or the application is incomplete within 21
days. There is no need to notify an applicant that the application is complete if the permission
can be issued prior to end of the 21 day period.
As a best practice, the CA should document and track comments provided during the preconsultation and thereafter. A paper trail of the meeting and details should be provided to the
applicant to ensure everything is clear from the onset (expectations, process, checklists etc.) to
streamline the process for both the applicant and the CA.
2.4 Application Submission Quality
Applicant requirements will be scoped based on the complexity of the project. For applications
requiring technical studies, applicants are strongly encouraged to ensure that these studies are
properly scoped through pre-consultation before planning and permit applications are
submitted. Specific guidance in this regard will need to be sought from CA staff. Properly
developed technical studies will support timely review by the CA. Guidelines for review
timelines cannot be adhered to when submissions are incomplete and information is received
in an uncoordinated fashion.
Technical submissions by the applicant must meet good practice and industry standards to
minimize resubmissions and avoid unnecessary delay. As a best practice CAs should consider
requiring the applicant, as part of the covering letter, to have a professional confirm that an
application is complete. Ultimately, quality control is the responsibility of the applicant, to
ensure studies are consistent and properly referenced (e.g. location, city).
2.4.1 Planning Application Submissions
The commitment to review timelines assumes that application submissions are complete. Some
Official Plans stipulate the complete application requirements. Planning applications will be
deemed complete by the municipality, not by the CA, however consultation with CA staff
before deeming an application complete is a best practice when the CA will be reviewing
technical studies and/or plans in support of an application submission.
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As a best practice, the CA should work with the municipality to get CA technical checklists
included as part of complete application requirements in municipal Official Plans. Therefore
municipalities would inform the applicant about the CA technical checklists as part of municipal
complete application requirements.
The CA could request the municipality to require the applicant to include a sign off sheet with
the technical work to confirm that the work meets good practice and acceptable, current
industry standards for technical studies and was completed by persons with relevant
qualifications and experience. This best practice may help ensure adequate quality of technical
studies, which supports CA review.
During the review of the application, CA staff may request additional information if it has been
determined that the application does not contain sufficient and/or good quality technical
analysis. Note that reviews may be done by “peer reviewers” as well as CA staff. Delays in
timelines for decision making may occur due to requests for additional information to
address errors or gaps in information submitted for review.
2.4.2 Permit Application Submissions
Upon receipt of an application, CA staff will review the application requirements for the specific
project. Within 21 business days of receipt of a permit application, the CA will either issue the
permit or for more complex projects, notify the applicant in writing whether the application has
been deemed complete or not, as indicated in Table 2. In order to make the determination of a
complete application the CA checks if the application meets submission requirements. The
complete application determination does not mean that the application meets all of the tests of
the S. 28 regulation. A general list of recommended requirements for a complete application for
S. 28 permits is provided in Appendix A.
The CA could require the applicant to include a sign off sheet with the technical work to confirm
that the work meets good practice and acceptable, current industry standards for technical
studies and was completed by persons with relevant qualifications and experience. This best
practice may help ensure adequate quality of technical studies, which supports CA review.
If the applicant disagrees with the complete application decision the applicant may contact the
senior CA staff serving as a ‘client service facilitator’ for applications issue management first. If
not satisfied, the applicant can request an administrative review by the CA Chief Administrative
Officer/General Manager and then if not satisfied, the CA Board. The review will be limited to a
complete application policy review, and will not include review of the technical merits of the
application. During this review, this list of required information will be assessed and a
determination will be made.
During the review of the application, CA staff may request additional information if it has been
deemed that the application does not contain sufficient technical analysis. Delays in timelines
for decision making may occur due to requests for additional information to address
errors or gaps in information submitted for review. A S. 28 permit application may be put in
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abeyance or returned to the applicant, pending the receipt of further information leading to a
re-submission. If necessary, this could be confirmed between both parties in correspondence
or in an email or as a signed “Agreement to Defer Decision”, to clarify mutually agreeable tasks
and timelines, and avoid premature refusals of permits due to inadequate information.
2.5 Re-submission
Amendments to previous submissions or additional information such as technical analysis
required as a result of the review process or site investigation may affect the application review
timelines. Re-submissions are different between plan review and permitting. As CAs manage
the S. 28 permitting process, there are best practices that CAs can use to ensure better quality
submissions that help streamline the process.
Some best practices are summarized below.








When a planning or permit application is determined to be incomplete, the CA will
provide a document containing a detailed list of information needed. The applicant
must describe how each item is addressed in a covering letter upon re-submission, to
indicate that all of the deficiencies have been addressed and itemized. This will help
expedite the subsequent review process.
Meeting with CA staff to go over substantial changes to an application is a positive step,
and can speed up review times.
If a resubmission also modifies other areas of a report or plans that affect an area of
interest to the CA, it is a best practice for an applicant or consultant to identify these
new changes as well.
Some CAs have introduced a graduated fee structure to encourage better resubmissions.
The CA may choose to adopt a ‘start and stop’ best practice, whereby the decision
timeline for a permit application is stopped - until a re-submission is made.

Re-submissions affect the Level of Service timelines for permit decisions. Re-submissions that
are the result of insufficient studies/submissions may be subject to additional fees, which
should be clearly laid out in the CA board approved fee schedule.
Re-submissions can be minimized through: pre-consultation, and meeting the CA complete
submission requirements - for S. 28 permit applications; and meeting the municipal complete
application requirements as well as the CA technical checklist for planning applications. This
message should be reiterated to applicants at the pre-consultation stage.
The costs associated with implementing the best practices can be recovered through CA fees.
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3. Level of Service
CAs are committed to meeting timelines for development applications, and meeting service
standards. The key steps that form the cornerstone of an efficient and effective CA review
process are provided in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Steps to an Efficient and Effective Conservation Authority Review Process
Pre-consultation
Application
circulation/submission

Quality of submission

Planning Act Application
Integrated pre-consultation with
the Planning Approval Authority
Consultation with CA staff prior
to municipality deeming
applications complete.
Complete circulation of the
planning application, including
the necessary technical reports
and plans by the municipality to
the CA well in advance of the CA
review deadline set by the
municipality.

S. 28 Permit Application
Pre-consultation with the
applicant
Complete submission of the S.
28 application, including the
necessary technical reports.

Consultation with CA staff before
deeming an application complete
is a best practice when the CA
will be reviewing technical
studies and/or plans in support of
an application submission
Good-quality applications including submission of all components,
such as technical studies, requested during pre-consultation.

An overarching best practice is preparing a schedule, and taking a project management
approach where both sides commit to meeting the schedule. It is very important to note that
as CAs are responsible for the review of S. 28 permit applications; they have greater control
over the timeliness of approvals. This critical matter is elaborated upon in the sections below.
3.1 Planning Applications Timelines
Decision making timelines for municipal planning are set out in the Planning Act. It is important
to note that each municipality has its own planning process; therefore, the standardization of
CA comment timelines for all planning applications is not a straightforward matter.
As a best practice, the CA-Municipal MOU should mutually establish service standards which
should include the timelines for circulation and review of planning applications. Refer to the CO
template for CA-Municipal MOU. There may be some modification to these review timelines for
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individual applications with discussion and agreement amongst the applicant, municipal and CA
staff during the pre-consultation stage and provided that the requirements of the Planning Act
are met.
To achieve a streamlined approval process, the CA relies heavily on each municipality to
include the CA in pre-consultation meetings, consult with the CA prior to deeming
applications complete; and to circulate the planning application, technical reports and plans
well in advance of the CA review deadline set by the municipality. This, along with the CA
participation during pre-consultation and the applicant meeting the CA technical checklist with
good quality studies, is vital to the CA meeting level of service timelines for planning
applications.
Other best practices for CAs are to ensure that front line staff are trained to understand the
tight planning turnaround times and the importance of good information and data
management.
3.2 Permit Applications Timelines
Service standards for Section 28 permit applications are specified by the Ministry of Natural
Resources and Forestry (MNRF) in the “Policies and Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan
Review and Permitting Activities (2010)”. This CO guideline suggests three additional best
practices based on practical input from CAs. These details are summarized below, and shown in
Table 3.
As a best practice, the CA will make every effort to be consistent with the timelines shown in
Table 3. It is important to note that the CA has the ability to identify a target timeline for
completion that is reduced from these timelines.
Table 3: Level of Service for CA Review of S. 28 Permit Applications
Note: The timelines contained within this table have been developed as best-practices for CA
staff. The timeline guideline is recommended as a client service target for CAs and represent a
significant improvement to the timelines provided in the MNRF 2010 Guideline entitled “CA
Roles and Responsibilities in Plan Review and Permitting”; the timeline guideline for major
permits change from a total of 132 to 63 calendar days and for minor permits change from a
total of 72 to 42 calendar days. All timelines presented exclude statutory holidays.
Application
Timeline
Process Step
Notification of complete
 Major permit applications: Within 14 days of the preapplication requirements for the
consultation meeting.
purpose of review of the permit
 Minor permit applications: Within 7 days of the preapplication by the CA, start of
consultation meeting.
“paper trail” documentation,
This will include confirmation of whether the application is
and discussion of timelines and
considered major or minor, if the applicant has provided adequate
fees – Pre-consultation
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Notification whether the permit
application is considered
complete (i.e. it has met
submission requirements) for
the purpose of CA review

Decision (recommendation to
approve or refer to a hearing) –
Major application
Decision (recommendation to
approve or refer to a hearing) –
Minor application
Decision (recommendation to
approve or refer to a hearing) –
Routine application

information (including the scope and scale of the work) for the CA
to make that determination. Some CAs may choose to only notify
applicants where the application is determined to be major. This
eliminates unnecessary paperwork for minor applications while the
process moves seamlessly to a decision.
Substantial changes to a proposal or a site visit after preconsultation may impact this timeline.
 Major permit applications: Within 21 days of the
application being received.
 Minor permit applications: within 14 days of the
application being received. Some CAs may choose to only
notify applicants where the application is determined to be
major. This eliminates unnecessary paperwork for minor
applications while the process moves seamlessly to a
decision.
 Routine permit applications: within 10 days of the
applications being received. Some CAs may choose to only
notify applicants where the application is determined to be
major. This eliminates unnecessary paperwork for minor
applications while the process moves seamlessly to a
decision.
 Note that a CA may choose to issue a permit prior to the
end of the 21 day period. In that case, no notification of
complete application would be received.
 Note that if the application is incomplete, the decision
timeline does not begin.
 Within 28 days after a complete application is received.
 Within 30 additional business days upon each resubmission.



Within 21 days after a complete application is received.
15 additional days upon each re-submission.




Within 14 days after a complete application is received.
7 additional days upon each re-submission

If the CA has not made a decision with regard to an application made under S.28 within the
appropriate timeframes noted above, the applicant may contact the senior CA staff serving as a
‘client service facilitator’ for applications issue management first. If the applicant is not satisfied
with the response from the client service facilitator, the applicant can submit a request for
administrative review by the General Manager or Chief Administrative Officer, and then if not
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satisfied, the CA Board. It should be noted that the review timelines may be affected by
unexpected circumstances. Clear communication with the municipality and applicant is
essential in these situations to establish expectations and new timelines.
The costs associated with implementing the best practices can be recovered through CA fees.
3.3 Summary of Best Practices
Table 4 summarizes the best practices provided within this guideline to support the
streamlining of CA review of planning and permit applications. It is divided into those best
practices that support the CA review of planning applications or permitting applications or
both. It is important to refer to the sections identified for the full context and applicability of
the practice.
Table 4: Summary of Best Practices
No.

Summary of Best Practices
Section

1.

CA Review of Planning Act Applications
The CA-Municipal MOU should include provisions to
involve the CA in pre-consultation

2.

2.3.1 Pre-consultation
for Planning
Applications
2.4.1 Planning
Application
Submissions
2.4.1 Planning
Application
Submissions

The CA should work with the municipality to get CA
technical checklists included as part of complete
application requirements in municipal Official Plans
3.
The CA could request the municipality to: include a sign
off sheet with the technical work to confirm that the
work meets good practice and acceptable, current
industry standards for technical studies and was
completed by persons with relevant qualifications and
experience.
4.
The CA-Municipal MOU should mutually establish service 3.1 Planning
standards which should include the timelines for plan
Application Timelines
review applications
CA Review of applications made under S. 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act
1.
The CA regulated area will be displayed as a separate
1.1 Online Screening
data layer in the online screening map
Maps
2.
The CA will ensure that an approved and updated
1.1 Online Screening
screening map for the CA regulated area is available to
Maps
watershed municipalities and the public. The updates
will be done per the “Procedure for Updating Section 28
Mapping: Development, Interference with Wetlands and
Alterations to Shorelines and Watercourses
Regulations”, endorsed by Conservation Ontario (April,
2018).
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No.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

1.

Summary of Best Practices
The screening map will be searchable by municipal
address.
The CA will make the mapping rationale available.

Section
1.1 Online Screening
Maps
1.1 Online Screening
Maps
1.1 Online Screening
Maps
1.1 Online Screening
Maps

The CA will have an agreement that includes a clear
disclaimer statement.
CA websites and fee schedules should include plain
language descriptions of the types of services and
mapping provided by the CA.
The CA will define permit applications as “major”,
2.2.2 Permit
“minor” or “routine”
Application Streams
The CA should try to ensure that the landowner or
2.3.2 Pre-consultation
authorized agent is included in pre-consultation
for Permit Applications
meetings or as a minimum receive correspondence
regarding their application
The CA could require the applicant to: include a sign off
2.4.2 Permit
sheet with the technical work to confirm that the work
Application Complete
meets good practice and acceptable, current industry
Submissions
standards for technical studies and was completed by
persons with relevant qualifications and experience.
The CA will make every effort to be consistent with the
3.2 Permit Application
suggested process and timelines provided in the Ministry Timelines
of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) publication
“Policies and Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan
Review and Permitting Activities” (2010) and this CO
guideline.
The CA should reiterate the technical checklist for
2.5 Re-submission
studies to applicants at the pre-consultation meeting
CA Review of Planning Act and S. 28 Applications
The CA will manage applications efficiently by:
2.1 Application

Implementing an internal application tracking Management
system.

Identifying a senior CA staff contact to be the
‘client service facilitator’ for plan review
and/or permit applications issue
management.

The CA will prioritize applications for
emergency works to respond to
circumstances that pose a risk to life and/or
property. The CA will note this in the local CAmunicipal MOU.
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No.

Summary of Best Practices

2.

The CA will post all online decision support tools online

3.

The CA will identify a senior CA staff serving as a ‘client
service facilitator’ for planning and permit applications
issue management

Section
1. Online Decision
Support Tools (and 1.1,
1.2)
2.1, 2.4.2, 3.2,
Appendix B

As reiterated throughout this guideline document, the costs associated with implementing the
best practices can be recovered through CA fees.

4. Performance Evaluation and Reporting
Service information summaries, performance evaluations, and associated reporting strongly
support transparency, process improvements and efficiency. Example report tables are
provided below. Performance evaluation must be reported to the CA board. Most of the
information should be included in public CA Annual Reports. It is recognized that CAs may need
time to fully implement the suggested performance evaluation and reporting. Therefore a 2
year a transition period is recommended.
Service delivery and workload information summaries should be reported on a yearly basis
including five year actuals. The summary should include a brief description of the program, and
capture unusual increases, trends, or routine workloads. Table 5 provides an example of
reporting on annual workloads.
Table 5: Example of Reporting on Workload Actuals
Applications/Inquiries
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
Number of Permit
101
108
221
165
202
applications
Number of Planning
25
40
110
90
131
applications
Number of Landowner
51
57
34
60
45
inquiries* (resulting in
comments)
Number of Lawyer
36
47
90
104
113
inquiries (resulting in
comments)
Number of hearings
*The CA can choose to further divide this into: no. of Property Inquiries, no. of Permit Inquiries
The planning and permit review processes must be evaluated on a yearly basis using key
performance indicators (KPIs) such as:
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Application review times (see Table 6).
Percent of target timelines that were achieved (see Table 7).
A summary of deferred or delayed applications, reported to the CA Board.
Identification of publicly available tools, agreements, policies that guide reviews and
decision-making:
o Online screening map
o CA-Municipal MOUs or Technical Service Agreements
o CA plan review and regulation approvals policies, procedures and guidelines
o CA technical checklist for planning applications
o CA complete application requirements for S. 28 permit applications
o CA Fee schedules
o CA Client Service Standards Commitment/Policy.
If available, client feedback on performance: responsiveness, cooperation, accessibility,
issuance of clear guidance.

Some CAs also provide staff time allocation tracking summaries by program (i.e. plan input vs
plan review vs permit vs infrastructure/environmental assessments etc.), to support tracking
review process performance, assist in supporting justification for fees, and to find process
inefficiencies and efficiencies for staffing and resource allocation. The CA may choose to include
this within their performance evaluation.
Table 6: Example for Reporting on Permit Application Review Time
Permit
Application
Stream
Routine
Minor
Major

No. of permit applications reviewed with decision in 2018
Pre1-30 days
31-90 days
> 90 days
Consultation
within 21 days
10
10
0
0
7
58
0
0
15
3
40
0

Table 7: Example for Reporting on Timelines Achieved
Application Type
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Percent of Applications
where the Timeline is
Achieved

Official Plan Amendments*

80%

Zoning By-law Amendments*

72%

Plans of Subdivision*

66%
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Site Plan Control*

89%

Consents (Severances)*

76%

Minor Variances*

88%

S. 28 Permits**

85%

*Compare to planning application related timelines set in the CA-Municipal MOU
**Compared to CA Level of Service timelines for S. 28 permit applications
The costs associated with performance evaluation and reporting can be recovered through CA
fees.

Sources of Information










Provincial Direction:
o Policies and Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan Review and Permitting
Activities. Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry. 2010.
Conservation Ontario Council endorsed procedures:
o Procedure for Updating Section 28 Mapping: Development, Interference with
Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and Watercourses Regulations.
Conservation Ontario Section 28 Regulations Committee. 2018
CA Policy and Procedural Manuals:
o Planning and Development Procedural Manual. Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority. 2010.
o Plan Review Manual. Lower Trent Region Conservation Authority. March 2019.
o Planning and Development Administrative Procedural Document. Credit Valley
Conservation Authority. 2011.
o Rules of Procedure for Permit Application Review and Approval in Accordance
with Ontario Regulation 180/06 as amended by Ontario Regulation 63/13 made
under Section 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act. Lakehead Region
Conservation Authority. July 2018.
o Ontario Regulation 163/06 Policy document. Lower Trent Region Conservation
Authority. October 2018.
Performance Reporting:
o CA Staff Report to Board on Customer Service Plan for the Planning and
Regulations Program. Long Point Region Conservation Authority. June 17, 2017.
CA-Municipal Memoranda of Understanding
o Memorandum of Understanding Between The Regional Municipality of Halton,
City of Burlington, Town of Halton Hills, Town of Milton, Town of Oakville, Halton
Region Conservation Authority, Credit Valley Conservation Authority, and Grand
River Conservation Authority. For An Integrated Halton Area Planning System.
July 16, 2018.
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Online Mapping Resources:
o Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Authority. Ontario Regulation 179/06
Regulated Areas Mapping. Available at:
https://maps.lsrca.on.ca/EH5Viewer/index.html?viewer=LSRCARegulations
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Appendix A: Example - General Submission for a S. 28 Permit Application
A signed and dated Application for Permit form (complete with the applicant’s contact
information) should be submitted, along with the other applicable information. This application
can be submitted either in digital or hard copy. If the property owner is not applying, then
obtain a letter from the property owner identifying that the applicant can act as the agent. The
scale and complexity of the proposal will determine which of the studies, reports or design
drawings will be needed for the application. A listing of potential studies that may be required
can be found in the downloadable document provided below [insert link from the CA website].
The level of detail required for most of the studies and reports can vary widely depending on
the property and the proposal. In some situations, a single-page letter from a qualified expert
will be sufficient, while in other cases a major study will be necessary.
Permission to Develop
A signed application may contain, but is not limited to the following information:
 4 copies of a plan of the area showing the type and location of the development
 the proposed use of the buildings and structures following completion of the
development; including clarification of municipal or private services (before and after
development)
 the approximate start and completion dates of the development
 the elevations of existing buildings, if any, and grades and the proposed elevations of
buildings and grades after development
 access/egress on the plan (before and after development)
 drainage details before and after development
 a complete description of the type of fill proposed to be placed or dumped
 signed land owner authorization for the CA to enter the property*
 technical studies/plans as required to meet the regulatory provisions of CA Act S.28**.
 submission of the prescribed fee set by the CA for review of the application.
Permission to Alter
A CA may grant a person permission to straighten, change, divert, or interfere with an existing
channel of a river, creek, stream, or watercourse or to change or interfere with a wetland. A
signed application may contain, but is not limited to the following information:
 4 copies of a plan of the area showing plan view and cross-section details of the
proposed alteration
 a description of the methods and equipment to be used in carrying out the alteration
and access/egress to do the work if applicable
 the start and completion dates of the alteration
 a statement of the purpose of the alteration
 signed land owner authorization for the CA to enter the property
 technical studies/plans as required to meet the regulatory provisions of CA Act S.28**
 submission of the prescribed fee set by the CA for review of the application.
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*May not be applicable for works completed under the Drainage Act-see Drainage Act and
Conservation Authorities Act Protocol for more details.
** These should include a sign off sheet with the technical work to confirm that the work meets
good practice and acceptable, current industry standards for technical studies and was
completed by persons with relevant qualifications and experience.
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Appendix B: Example - Client Service Delivery Charter for CA Plan and
Permit Review Program
We aim to provide a high standard of effective and efficient service to all of our customers of the plan and
permit review program. This charter explains our service commitment.
Who are our customers?
• clients of plan and permit application review program including watershed residents, legal staff, real estate
staff, engineering and consultants
• municipal and provincial governments
Our commitment to our customers. We will:
• provide customer service that is timely, welcoming and helpful
• provide knowledgeable, professional and courteous service
• treat you with respect, fairness, openness and equality
• ensure it is easy and convenient to contact us
• identify a CA staff as the ‘client service facilitator’ for issue management
• maintain customer confidentiality and abide by all privacy legislation
• work to provide accessible services and to the provision of alternate formats, consistent with the
Accessibility Standards for Customer Service
• ensure our customer service locations are safe and healthy environments
Our customer service standards. We will:
• answer telephone calls to our main reception in person whenever possible during office hours; outside of
office hours or when it is not possible to answer a call in person, ensure that messages are forwarded to
appropriate staff within two business days
• ensure all staff provide a courteous and accurate voicemail greeting indicating when they will be available
to respond to messages
• acknowledge receipt of mail, voicemail and email within two business day
• explain our processes
• review S. 8 applications per timelines specified in the Client Service Standards and planning applications
per the CA-Municipal MOU
• keep customers informed of timelines and explain if there will be a delay
• post notice of service disruptions on our website and telephone system
• respect our customers' time by keeping scheduled appointments, and strive to attend to general queries
from customers without appointments within two business days
• use plain language wherever possible, and provide more detail or explanation when asked
• post screening tools online including CA regulated area maps, policies, procedures and guidelines, technical
checklist for planning applications, complete application requirements for S. 28 permit applications, fee
policies and schedules, Client Service Standards
Continuous improvement. We will:
• ensure that all customers have the opportunity to provide feedback on the service received through a CA
feedback form
• monitor feedback and review performance regularly, and provide an annual report to our customers via our
website
• review our commitments and standards annually
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What we expect from our customers. We ask that you please:
• Participate in pre-consultation meetings
• Provide quality technical submissions and complete applications
• Provide requested information or technical resubmissions in a timely fashion
• behave courteously towards our staff and other customers
• be respectful of posted rules including those regarding parking, smoking and pets
• respect our 'no gifts' policy
Approved by the CA Board of Directors.
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Guideline for CA Fee Administration Policies for
Plan Review and Permitting

Endorsed: June 24, 2019
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This document was developed by CO staff with input from the Conservation Ontario Timely Reviews and Approvals Taskforce. The final draft document was
circulated to all CA CAOs/GMs, as well as forwarded to CA Planning and Regulations contacts for their review and feedback. Comments received from this
circulation have been incorporated into this final guideline.

Note: This document is intended to be used as a reference by CAs when developing or updating their respective fee policies and schedules. While focused on
fees associated with the CA planning and permitting programs, many aspects in this document can be used to inform the development of a comprehensive fee
policy document and fee schedule for all applicable CA fees.

This guideline sets out the (un-proclaimed) legislative requirements of the Conservation Authorities Act for CAs when developing fee policies and schedules, as
well as the requirements defined in the MNRF Policies and Procedures for the Charging of Conservation Authority Fees (1997). Where applicable, CO has
provided guidelines which clarify the provincial requirements as well as provide additional guidance to support the development of robust fee administration
policies and schedules for the CA plan review and permitting programs.

Introduction
The following table outlines a methodology for the development of conservation authority fee administration policies for plan review and permitting. As an
action from the June 13, 2011 CALC Committee meeting, Conservation Ontario (CO) staff undertook a review of five conservation authorities’ (CA) fee
administration policies for plan review and permitting to develop CO recommended guidelines, including common elements to be included in administrative
policies and fee schedules to ensure consistency across CAs. The documents used included:
1. RVCA’s Administrative Procedures for Cost Recovery (User Fees) for Planning Act and delegated Regulatory Approvals (2005);
2. GRCA’s Board Report (2010) on Permit, Plan Review, Title Clearance and Enquiry Fee Schedule;
3. HCA’s Confidential Working Brief on Cost Recovery (2011);
4. LSRCA’s Planning and Development Fees Policy (2010) (2019 version used); and
5. TRCA Board Reports (2008, 2010, 2011) on the Review and Proposed Adjustments to Existing Fee Schedules for Planning Services, Permitting and
Environmental Assessment Review Services
The five CAs were selected based upon an understanding that, at the time, they had recently completed or were in the process of completing a fee review
and/or had been asked by their respective Boards to achieve 100% cost recovery. This guideline has since been supplemented with additional insight from
Central Lake Ontario’s Fee Implementation Guideline (updated in 2014) and Toronto and Region’s Moving Towards Plan Review Cost Recovery and Service
Improvements Fact Sheet (2012).

Guideline for CA Fee Administration Policies for Plan Review and Permitting
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Conservation authority
fees for programs and
services

Amount of fee

Where authority may charge fee
(4) An authority may charge a fee
for a program or service that it
provides only if it is set out on the
list of classes of programs and
services referred to in subsection
(2).

Updating list
(3) If the Minister makes changes
to the list of classes of programs
and services in respect of which
an authority may charge a fee, the
Minister shall promptly update
the policy document referred to
in subsection (2) and distribute
the new document to each
authority.

Publication of list
(2) The Minister shall publish the
list of classes of programs and
services in respect of which an
authority may charge a fee in a
policy document and distribute
the document to each authority.

Un-Proclaimed Provisions of the
Conservation Authorities Act
(Section 21.2)
Fees for programs and services
(1) The Minister may determine
classes of programs and services
in respect of which an authority
may charge a fee.

5.3 For planning, and compliance-oriented
activities such as regulatory or permitting
services, the Conservation Authority fee
structures should be designed to recover
but not exceed the costs associated with
administering and delivering the services on
a program basis.
5.1 Pursuant to Section 21(m.1) of the
Conservation Authorities Act, Conservation
Authorities may charge fees for the
following services:
 Section 28 permit fees
 Plan review
 Response to legal, real estate and
public enquiries
 Extension services (e.g., technical
advice/implementation of erosion
control measures, forest
management/tree planting,
wildlife/fisheries habitat
management, management of
forests/recreational land owned by
others, technical studies)
 Community relations / information /
education services (e.g., tours,

4.2 Conservation Authorities are
encouraged to make programs and services
more self-sufficient by applying the user-pay
principle.

MNRF Policies and Procedures for the
Charging of Conservation Authority Fees
(1997)
4.1 Conservation Authorities are entitled to
set rates, charge and collect fees for services
rendered.

June 24, 2019

CAs are encouraged to consider the
applicability of other fees for services
associated with planning application reviews
(e.g. Environmental Assessments) when
developing fee schedules.

Conservation Ontario Guidelines for CA Fee
Administration Policies for Plan Review and
Permitting
CAs may strive for 100% full cost recovery for
services not supported through provincial
grant funding; however, CA fees must not
exceed the costs of delivering services. It is
recognized that costs vary by watershed
characteristics (i.e. the types of natural hazards
needing to be addressed) and the services
being delivered and by Board direction with
regard to % cost recovery.
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Conservation authority
fee policies and fee
schedules for planning
and regulations services
and programs

Fee schedule
(6) Every authority shall prepare
and maintain a fee schedule that
sets out,
(a) the list of programs and
services that it provides
and in respect of which it
charges a fee; and
(b) the amount of the fee
charged for each program
or service or the manner
in which the fee is
determined.

Un-Proclaimed Provisions of the
Conservation Authorities Act
(Section 21.2)
(5) The amount of a fee charged
by an authority for a program or
service it provides shall be,
(a) the amount prescribed by
the regulations; or
(b) if no amount is
prescribed, the amount
determined by the
authority.

5.5 When developing fee schedules, CAs

5.3 Fees for planning services should be
designed/administered in conjunction with
the appropriate planning authorities, in
accordance with Sect. 69 of the Planning
Act.

5.4 Conservation Authority fees should be
determined in such a manner as to not
deter applicants from receiving due process.
5.2 Each CA must develop written policy on
a fee administrative guideline, which
includes:
- A fees schedule
- A process for public notification
about the establishment of or any
proposed changes to any fee
schedule
- A clearly defined review and
revision process
- An process for appeals for fee
structures proposed or in place

MNRF Policies and Procedures for the
Charging of Conservation Authority Fees
(1997)
presentations, workshops,
demonstrations, special events)
 Sale of products (e.g. reports, maps,
photographs)
 Any services under other legislation
(e.g., EPA, LRIA, PLA) authorized
under agreement with the lead
ministry
This is provided the service is not supported
through provincial grant funding.

June 24, 2019

Eligible direct costs applied to a CA’s fee
schedule should be specified in the CA fee
administrative policy. Eligible direct costs for
the plan review and regulations program could
include:
 Staff salary, training and overhead
(pension contributions, benefits, CPP,
EI, vacation, professional
memberships, staff adjustments, etc.)
for planning and regulations staff
 Appropriate percentage of salary and
overhead for staff/consultants that
support the plan review and
regulations function (e.g.
administration, geomatics (GIS) and
information technology, engineering,
surface water and groundwater
specialists, source water protection,
natural heritage, property
management, senior staff/

Conservation Ontario Guidelines for CA Fee
Administration Policies for Plan Review and
Permitting
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Un-Proclaimed Provisions of the
Conservation Authorities Act
(Section 21.2)

MNRF Policies and Procedures for the
Charging of Conservation Authority Fees
(1997)
should consider:
- The fees of neighbouring CAs
- Nature/level of fees charged by
local municipalities/ministries/other
agencies for similar services
- Setting fees dependent on
complexity of applications/level of
CA effort

June 24, 2019

Conservation Ontario Guidelines for CA Fee
Administration Policies for Plan Review and
Permitting
management)
 Compliance costs (e.g. inspections of
approved permits, potential violations
and enforcement.)
 Office Space (lease, building
maintenance, heat, lights, water,
computers, network, printers, etc.)
 Vehicle costs (acquisition,
depreciation, maintenance, insurance,
gas, etc.)
 Equipment and software (mobile
phones, cameras, GPS, safety
equipment, software acquisition and
development etc.)
 Permit and planning legal expenses
(e.g. annual expenses and contingency
reserve) and insurance (e.g. errors and
omissions)
 Maintenance and development of
public resources (website
improvements, fact sheets)
 Administrative costs (paper, postage,
faxing, courier, etc.)
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Fee policy to be made public
(8) Every authority shall make the
fee policy available to the public

(a) the fee schedule
described in subsection
(6);
(b) the frequency within
which the fee policy shall
be reviewed by the
authority under
subsection (9);
(c) the process for carrying
out a review of the fee
policy, including the rules
for giving notice of the
review and of any
changes resulting from
the review; and
(d) the circumstances in
which a person may
request that the authority
reconsider a fee that was
charged to the person
and the procedures
applicable to the
reconsideration.

Un-Proclaimed Provisions of the
Conservation Authorities Act
(Section 21.2)
Fee policy
(7) Every authority shall adopt a
written policy with respect to the
fees that it charges for the
programs and services it provides,
and the policy shall set out,

5.2 Each CA must develop written policy on
a fee administrative guideline, which
includes:

5.5 When developing fee schedules, CAs
should consider:
- The fees of neighbouring CAS
- Nature/level of fees charged by
local municipalities/ministries/other
agencies for similar services
- Setting fees dependent on
complexity of applications/level of
CA effort

5.3 Fees for planning services should be
designed/administered in conjunction with
the appropriate planning authorities, in
accordance with Sect. 69 of the Planning
Act.

MNRF Policies and Procedures for the
Charging of Conservation Authority Fees
(1997)
5.2 Each CA must develop written policy on
a fee administrative guideline, which
includes:
- A fees schedule
- A process for public notification
about the establishment of or any
proposed changes to any fee
schedule
- A clearly defined review and
revision process
- An process for appeals for fee
structures proposed or in place

June 24, 2019

In addition to the provincial requirements, the
fee administrative policy should include:
 A list of eligible costs for calculating
conservation authority fees for plan review
and permitting and the percentage cost
recovery target
 A statement that inflationary costs (Cost of
Living Adjustments) as well as explanatory
notes may be applied to fee schedules
without undertaking formal consultation.
 A provision outlining the process for
payment / collection of fees.
 Provision(s) outlining exceptions to the
application of fees established on the CA
fee schedules.
 Provision(s) which outlines the approach
taken by the CA (and any applicable
transition policies) when applications
subject to a technical review transcend
multiple annual fee requirements and/or
different fee policy documents. Such an
approach would outline the process and
appropriate fee schedule to be used by the
CA for applications which have multiple
stages of collection (such as plan of
subdivision).
Following endorsement from the conservation
authority Board, the approved administrative
policy and current fee schedule(s) should be

Conservation Ontario Guidelines for CA Fee
Administration Policies for Plan Review and
Permitting
CAs must develop a fee administrative policy
endorsed by their Board. The fee
administrative policy should be made
accessible to the public on the CA website.
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Notice of fee changes
(10) If, after a review of a fee
policy or at any other time, an
authority wishes to make a
change to the list of fees set out
in the fee schedule or to the
amount of any fee or the manner
in which a fee is determined, the
authority shall give notice of the
proposed change to the public in
a manner it considers
appropriate.

Periodic review of fee policy
(9) At such regular intervals as
may be determined by an
authority, the authority shall
undertake a review of its fee
policy, including a review of the
fees set out in the fee schedule.

Un-Proclaimed Provisions of the
Conservation Authorities Act
(Section 21.2)
in a manner it considers
appropriate.

MNRF Policies and Procedures for the
Charging of Conservation Authority Fees
(1997)
- A fees schedule
- A process for public notification
about the establishment of or any
proposed changes to any fee
schedule
- A clearly defined review and
revision process
- An process for appeals for fee
structures proposed or in place

June 24, 2019

The CA fee administrative policy should outline
the consultation process for the CAs’ fee
policy. The consultation process should clearly
state the method(s) by which stakeholders will
receive notice and an opportunity to comment
on both the policy and the fee schedule during
the review/revision process. When developing
their fee policy and fee schedule(s),
conservation authorities should consult with:
i.
Stakeholders such as the Building
Industry and Land Development
Association, local Ontario Home
Builders’ Associations, etc. (i.e.
common users / clients of the
program)
ii.
Neighbouring conservation authorities
(e.g. comparison of services, eligible
costs and percentage cost recovery
proposed to and/or approved by the
Board
iii.
Municipal partners (e.g. proposed
significant changes to fee schedules,
defining/distinguishing the service(s)
provided)
 The CA fee administrative policy should
outline a process for the review/revision of
the conservation authority fee policy and
the fee schedule(s), outlining the
frequency within which the review will be
conducted by the authority and the
process for notifying the public on

Conservation Ontario Guidelines for CA Fee
Administration Policies for Plan Review and
Permitting
made available to the public online through
the CA website
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Process for mediation of
fee disputes

(a) order the person to pay
the fee in the amount

Powers of authority on
reconsideration
(12) Upon reconsideration of a fee
that was charged for a program or
service provided by an authority,
the authority may,

Reconsideration of fee charged
(11) Any person who considers
that the authority has charged a
fee that is contrary to the fees set
out in the fee schedule, or that
the fee set out in the fee schedule
is excessive in relation to the
service or program for which it is
charged, may apply to the
authority in accordance with the
procedures set out in the fee
policy and request that it
reconsider the fee that was
charged.

Un-Proclaimed Provisions of the
Conservation Authorities Act
(Section 21.2)

5.2 Each CA must develop written policy on
a fee administrative guideline, which
includes:
- A fees schedule
- A process for public notification
about the establishment of or any
proposed changes to any fee
schedule
- A clearly defined review and
revision process
- An process for appeals for fee
structures proposed or in place

MNRF Policies and Procedures for the
Charging of Conservation Authority Fees
(1997)

June 24, 2019

Conservation Ontario Guidelines for CA Fee
Administration Policies for Plan Review and
Permitting
proposed changes. It is recommended that
fee schedules should be reviewed at
minimum every five years and more
frequently, dependent upon the type and
rate of growth within a watershed. At the
time of the review of the fee schedules
and the associated consultation feedback,
a CA Board has the opportunity to consider
the necessity of a further review/revision
to the fee administration policy.
CAs must develop a written fee administration
policy which includes an appeals process per
MNRF requirements. The fee appeal process
should include the following elements:
 the applicant should request an
administrative review of the fee first
by the CA General Manager or Chief
Administrative Officer (or delegate)
and then if not satisfied, by the CA
Board of Directors or sub-committee
designated to hear fee-related
matters.
 the applicant should specify the
reason(s) for the request for an
administrative review.
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Un-Proclaimed Provisions of the
Conservation Authorities Act
(Section 21.2)
originally charged;
(b) vary the amount of the
fee originally charged, as
the authority considers
appropriate; or
(c) order that no fee be
charged for the program
or service.

MNRF Policies and Procedures for the
Charging of Conservation Authority Fees
(1997)

June 24, 2019

Conservation Ontario Guidelines for CA Fee
Administration Policies for Plan Review and
Permitting
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CA-Municipality MOU Template for Planning
and Development Reviews

Endorsed: June 24, 2019
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CA-Municipality MOU Template for Planning and Development Reviews
Introduction

The following Template Agreement was developed by Conservation Ontario to help conservation
authority staff develop new Planning and/or Development Approvals Memoranda of Understanding
(MOUs) with municipal partners. The template was drafted by the Association of Municipalities of
Ontario and further developed by Conservation Ontario following a review of current MOUs between
CAs and Municipalities for Planning and Development service agreements and partnerships. The MOUs
used to assist in the development of this template were:
1. MOU between the City of Ottawa and the RVCA, SNC, and MVCA (2002)
2. Partnership Memorandum for Planning Services between the Regional Municipality of York and the
Conservation Authorities (LSRCA and TRCA) (2009)
3. Plan Review Agreement between the Corporation of the City of North Bay and NBMCA (2010)
4. Partnership Memorandum between the Regional Municipality of Durham and CLOCA, TRCA, LSRCA,
GanRCA and KRCA for Planning Services (2011)
5. Partnership Memorandum for Plan Review and Technical Clearances between City of Peterborough
and ORCA (2012)
6. Protocol for Plan Review and Technical Clearance between the Regional Municipality of Peel and
CVC, HRCA and TRCA (2012)
7. Partnership Memorandum between the Town of Whitby and CLOCA for Plan Review Services (2013)
8. MOU between the County of Lanark and RVCA and MVCA (2013)
9. Service Agreement for Plan Review, Technical Clearance & Fee Collection between the Corporation
of Town of Mono and CVC, NVCA and TRCA (2016)
10. Service Agreement for Plan Review, Technical Clearance & Fee Collection between the Corporation
of Town of Orangeville and CVC (2017)
11. MOU between the Regional Municipality of Halton, City of Burlington, Town of Halton Hills, Town of
Milton, Town of Oakville, Halton Region Conservation Authority, Credit Valley Conservation
Authority, and Grand River Conservation Authority for an Integrated Halton Area Planning System
This document was originally developed by AMO staff. Input on the original draft was received from
TEMPLATE AGREEMENT
the Conservation Ontario Timely Reviews and Approvals Taskforce and the draft was subsequently
updated. The next version of the document was circulated to all conservation authority CAOs/GMs, as
well as forwarded to CA Planning and Regulations contacts for their review and feedback and was
subsequently updated. The third version of the MOU template was shared with external stakeholders
for review and feedback, including the Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO), the Ontario
Homebuilders’ Association (OHBA), the Building Industry and Land Development Association (BILD), and
the Residential Construction Council of Ontario (RESCON). Feedback was received from AMO, OHBA
and RESCON and was incorporated into the final iteration of this template MOU.
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SERVICE AGREEMENT/ Memorandum of Understanding
BETWEEN
THE CORPORATION OF __________________
(the "municipality")
AND
_______________ CONSERVATION AUTHORITY
("Conservation Authority" or “CA”) ("Conservation Authorities" or “CAs”)

Date: 2019
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Background and Legislative Context
Conservation Authorities are involved in plan input and review of planning applications under the
Planning Act in four ways: as an agency with provincially delegated responsibility for the natural hazard
policies of the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS); as a municipal technical advisor, as a public body and as
landowners. Under the Conservation Authorities Act (see section 21.1(1) Programs and services)
Conservation Authorities are required or permitted to provide programs and services as follows: 1.
Mandatory programs and services that are required by regulation; 2. Municipal programs and services
that the authority agrees to provide on behalf of municipalities situated in whole or in part within its
area of jurisdiction under a memorandum of understanding; and 3. Such other programs and services
as the authority may determine are advisable to further its objects. Upon proclamation of the
Lieutenant Governor, S. 21.1 of the Conservation Authorities Act will be amended to include amongst
other changes, S. 21.1.1.(1) (Municipal programs and services) that enables a CA to provide within its
area of jurisdiction municipal programs and services that the authority agrees to provide on behalf of a
municipality situated in whole or in part within its area of jurisdiction under a memorandum of
understanding or such other agreement as may be entered into with the municipality in respect of the
programs and services.
The CA Role in Plan Review is summarized in the table below.

Role

Type of Role

Required,
Through
Agreement or
Voluntary
Required

Representing

Result

Regulatory Agency
(S. 28 of the
Conservation
Authorities Act)
Delegated
“Provincial
Interest”
Public Bodies

Decision Making

Provincial
Interests

CA responsible for
decision

Review/
Commenting

Required

Provincial Interest

Review/
Commenting

All

Authority Interests

Service Provider

Service

Through
Agreement

Terms of
Agreement (MOU)

Landowners

Review/
Commenting /
Proponents

Voluntary

Authority Interests

Comments must
be considered by
municipality
Comments should
be considered by
municipality
Dependent upon
terms of the
agreement
Comments may be
considered by the
municipality

1. THE PURPOSE of this agreement is to:
This agreement only pertains to land use planning, infrastructure and development related issues.
Agreements should start with clauses that indicate this as the purpose of the agreement. The
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municipality needs to identify what are lower-tier or upper-tier planning functions. The level of
government that is a planning approval authority must enact the agreement for the types of Planning
Act applications and related studies or plans for which it is the approval authority (approval authority
delegated by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing through regulations made under the Planning
Act or through Upper-Tier Delegation By-Laws. For example, land division may be an Upper-Tier function
whereas storm drainage approval for a site plan may be a Lower-Tier function; in this case each planning
approval authority may wish to enact their own agreement with the CA. Alternatively, Upper-Tier
municipalities may choose to enter into an agreement on behalf of the Lower-Tier municipalities or with
the Lower-Tier municipalities and the CA.
The purpose section may include:
●

●
●
●

●

The mutual roles in land use planning, for development review, and technical clearance by the
Conservation Authority (e.g. CAs will provide effective and timely plan review and technical
clearance support/expertise to assist the municipality in making decisions on planning
documents and site-specific planning applications).
Outlining which elements of the requirements of the Provincial Policy Statement and applicable
Provincial plans and other legislation this agreement pertains to.
Support and assist the Municipality to streamline the municipal plan review system/process
where opportunities exist.
Provision that states “The MOU describes services in addition to those activities and services
which are undertaken by the CA as part of their own legislative mandate or by agreement with
others”.
Where multiple CA signatories to a CA-Municipal MOU: Provision outlining a similar review
process throughout all signatories for applications received as a part of the MOU. The MOU may
contain a separate schedule for each CA.

2. DEFINITIONS
In this document:
“Board” - The Board of Directors of the CA
“Plan Review” - The review of applications/studies as set out in the Planning Act or other relevant
legislation; identifying the need for and assessing the adequacy of technical surveys, studies and reports
relating to the watershed natural hazards, natural heritage and water policies for natural environment
features or functions ++++; and specifying and clearing conditions of approval. It also includes the
review of municipal planning documents, such as Official Plans and amendments and may include
studies associated with infrastructure development, such as Environmental Assessment Reports.
“Provincial Plan” means,
(a) the Greenbelt Plan established under section 3 of the Greenbelt Act, 2005,
(b) the Niagara Escarpment Plan established under section 3 of the Niagara Escarpment Planning
and Development Act,
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(c) the Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan established under section 3 of the Oak Ridges
Moraine Conservation Act, 2001,
(d) a development plan approved under the Ontario Planning and Development Act, 1994,
(e) a growth plan approved under the Places to Grow Act, 2005,
(e.1) a designated policy as defined in section 2 of the Lake Simcoe Protection Act, 2008,
(e.2) a designated policy as defined in section 3 of the Great Lakes Protection Act, 2015,
(e.3) a designated Great Lakes policy or a significant threat policy, as those terms are defined in
subsection 2 (1) of the Clean Water Act, 2006, or
(f) a prescribed plan or policy or a prescribed provision of a prescribed plan or policy made or
approved by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, a minister of the Crown, a ministry or a board,
commission or agency of the Government of Ontario;
“Technical Clearance” - Assessing technical reports submitted by the proponent to determine if the
reports satisfy the CA conditions through a comprehensive study (e.g. master environmental servicing
plans, secondary plans, etc.) or plan review process and in order to clear the conditions.
“Technical Review" - Assessing technical reports submitted by the proponents' consultants in terms of
applicable and most recent technical guidelines and standards and the approved terms of reference;
specifying modifications or additional technical studies required and conditions of acceptance; validating
the technical methods used to determine potential environmental impacts, identifying the nature and
extent of mitigation measures required; recommending modifications to or acceptance of the technical
report.
3. LAND USE PLANNING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Municipal governments must make planning decisions through the lens of the Provincial Policy
Statement (PPS) and pertinent provincial plans. Specifically, Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 3.1 of the PPS require
particular expertise in order to provide defensible planning advice. (Note: CAs have a delegated
responsibility from the Province to represent the provincial interests regarding natural hazards
encompassed by Section 3.1 of the PPS (excluding wildland fire) which requires CAs to review and provide
comments on municipal policy documents and applications submitted pursuant to the Planning Act). To
that end, most Municipal governments look to the CA to provide this expert review of planning
applications. The Municipal government and CA need to agree on which parts of the Provincial Policy
Statement (PPS) and pertinent provincial plans will be subject to this agreement. If it is not subject to this
agreement, the Municipality needs to ensure they have the required expertise in house or with a
consulting firm.

This section should clearly delineate that CAs provide comments/advice and that the Municipality is
responsible for ensuring consistency with Provincial policies and the Official Plan policies with respect to
any planning application. The section should set out how the planning documents/applications/reports
will flow between the two organizations. What land use planning related topics will trigger the municipal
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request for CA comments/recommendation? It should also clearly articulate expectations regarding
circulation by the Municipality to the CA as delineated in Appendix 2.
a) The Municipality and the Conservation Authority(ies) agree that the Conservation Authority will
provide comments/advice as to whether planning applications are consistent with the Section 3.1.
of the PPS for the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
i.

OP and ZBL comprehensive reviews and amendments
Plans of subdivision/condominium
Community Planning Permit System
Secondary Plans
Consents
Minor Variance
Site Plan Control
Part lot control
Public Road closures
And for applications and initiatives related to:
 Watershed/subwatershed studies
 Guidelines
 Site alteration by-laws

CAs and municipalities may also want to specify what scale of change will trigger this review? Will all
applications be reviewed? Will there be a minimum lot size, a buffer area, proximity to a natural feature
that triggers CA comments. Or, many agreements will have a clause about pre-screening maps and an
appendix that explains the methodology or protocol for the use of these pre-screening maps (see item d
below).
b) As needed, the Conservation Authority will also provide comments to the Municipality:
i. Assessing the adequacy of technical studies in meeting PPS (S. 3.1) policy requirements and
objectives, including:
 Hazardous lands (flooding, erosion and dynamic beach hazards);
 Hazardous sites (unstable soils or bedrock);
 Special Policy Areas;
 Hydrology and Hydraulic documents and modelling; and
 Impact and mitigation measures related to natural hazards
c) The Conservation Authority may also provide comments to the Municipality:
i.
As to whether planning applications are consistent with the PPS (and/or name of provincial
plan) for Section(s) XXXX for the following:
1. OP and ZBL comprehensive reviews and amendments
2. Plans of subdivision/condominium
3. Community Planning Permit System
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Secondary Plans
Consents
Minor Variance
Site Plan Control
Part lot control
Public Road closures

And for applications and initiatives related to:
 Watershed/subwatershed studies
 Guidelines
 Site alteration by-laws
ii.

Advising the Municipality of the adequacy of technical environmental studies compared to the
Municipality’s Official Plan policy requirements and objectives;

iii.

On the need for technical reports, the adequacy with reference to relevant guidelines,
standards, or related conditions of approval, including but not limited to such studies or plans
as:
 Stormwater management
 Lot grading and drainage
 Geotechnical
 Hydrogeological
 Erosion and Sediment Control
 Environmental Impact Studies and related natural heritage impact and mitigation measures
 Fluvial Geomorphology
 Wetland water balance

Should also specify broader types of comments that pertain to impacts on/related to CA watershed
planning studies.
iv.

Reporting defining features and assessing the long-term ecological function and biodiversity of
natural heritage systems, identifying opportunities where applicable for restoration or
improvements.

iv.

Reviewing documents that assess impacts on the natural environment related to:
 significant wildlife habitat;
 habitats of threatened and endangered species;
 watercourses, fish and aquatic habitat;
 areas of natural and scientific interest;
 significant woodlands and woodlands;
 significant valleylands; valley lands and stream corridors;
 significant wetlands, local and unevaluated wetlands;
 ground water recharge areas;
 ground water quantity and quality
 surface water quantity and quality
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Should also specify broader types of comments that pertain to impacts on/related to CA watershed
planning studies

vi.

Assisting in the technical aspects of applying alternative development standards as a best
management practice for stormwater management purposes (e.g. Low Impact Development
(LID) projects) and enhancement of natural heritage features and functions, +++++; and,

vii.

Assisting in the interpretation of the Source Water Protection Plan.

viii.

Assisting with projects, initiatives, and committees that fall outside of this agreement, but the
municipality is seeking the CA’s technical advice.

d) The CA and Municipality will share Geographical Information System (GIS) data related to the
services provided in compliance with any applicable licensing agreements.
May also want to discuss whether pre-screening of applications prior to circulation should take place,
including types of applications, use of screening maps showing natural hazard areas and CA regulated
lands, etc.
Include a provision for data licencing.
e) Nothing in the agreement precludes the Conservation Authority from commenting to the
Municipality, and implementing their regulatory responsibilities, as they would normally exercise
their rights under the Planning Act, the Conservation Authorities Act, Environmental Assessment Act,
delegated responsibilities, or other applicable legislation.
f)

Nothing in this agreement precludes the Municipality from exercising responsibility under the
Municipal Act, Planning Act or any other statutory requirement.

g) Nothing in this agreement precludes the parties from respectfully disagreeing with comments
provided by the other party.
h) Where the Conservation Authority is in conflict between legislated responsibilities and the
responsibilities of this agreement, the Municipality may seek third party opinions.

5. IMPLEMENTATION
a) The Municipality and the Conservation Authority(ies) agree:


Formalize a process for pre-consultation on specific applications including notification of the
upcoming meeting and circulation of relevant material. Both parties will participate in
informal or formal per-consultation meetings with applicants (or provide written comments
where applicable). The municipality would be responsible for submitting meeting
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minutes/records of outcomes of pre-consultation meetings. Municipality and CA should
establish a mechanism to determine complete application requirements as outlined in the
municipal Official Plan and to determine the technical checklist required for these studies.
Sample technical checklists are included in Schedule 1.


The CA will respond to general inquiries from municipalities and applicants participate in
informal or formal pre-consultation meetings with applicants and the municipality (or
provide written comments), and provide expert witness support to the municipality as
necessary where the subject lands involve natural hazards or CA regulated lands and ++++++

This is where the agreement should specify how the CA may participate in LPAT hearings or other
tribunals; how the parties or participants may be represented at hearings for the purpose of legal
representation; and, limits on the CA’s ability to represent the municipality’s interests.


Include information on how fees for planning services will be collected. e.g. Will the
municipality collect all and remit a portion to the CA or will the applicant submit payment
directly to the CA? Will final clearance fees be paid to the same place the first fees were
paid?



When do the building department or engineers department become involved? Include
consideration for sharing comments from municipal departments with CA to ensure
consistent direction on applications.



Identify which CA will take the lead role in co-ordinating comments where there are multiple
CAs involved in a policy review or development or amendment?

Municipalities will want to make sure that all application forms reflect the approaches and roles you
agree to.

6. SERVICE DELIVERY STANDARDS
a) The Conservation Authority and the Municipality shall mutually agree on timeframes for responding
to planning document amendments and development applications in keeping with the requirements
of legislated timelines and included in Schedule 2
This is where you can go into more detail for timelines or level of advice expected (see Schedule 2 for an
example). Important to note here that the legislated timelines pertain to circulation timelines of the
notice before the day of the hearing and not the timeline for the CA to review and provide comment on
the notice.
b) Where an application is complex, a pre-consultation meeting between the Municipality,
Conservation Authority and applicant and their agents shall take place. Extensions to the agreed to
timelines in Schedule 2, if necessary, should be discussed at the pre-consultation meeting.
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7. CONSERVATION AUTHORITY FEES
The Conservation Authority fees pertaining to planning applications may be referenced here. Ultimately,
there should be certainty between the parties that there is value for the service, it is completed in a
timely way and the council, CA Board and public have clear expectations around the process. This should
be consistent with the implementation section.

8. TERM OF THE AGREEMENT
a) The Municipality and the Conservation Authority(ies) agree:
1. The term of this Agreement shall be for a period of _______ years from the date of
execution by the Municipality and the Agreement shall be automatically extended for
additional _____year terms, on the same terms and conditions as contained herein at the
discretion of the Municipality and the Conservation Authority(ies), until terminated by any
of the parties in accordance with subsection xxx herein.
2. That the Municipality and the Conservation Authority(ies) will review this Agreement, to
consider changes in programs of the parties or changes in Provincial policies, at least six
months prior to the expiry of each _______ term. The Municipality’s CAO or Planning
Department will monitor the agreement and its expiry;
b) Any party may terminate this Agreement at any time upon delivering ____months written notice of
termination, by prepaid registered mail, to all of the other parties, which notice shall be deemed to
be received on the third business day from the date of mailing.
c) Any notice to be given pursuant to this Agreement shall be delivered to the parties at the following
address:

Municipality Name
Street address
Attention: Staff Position

Conservation Authority Name
Street Address
Attention: Staff Position
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THE CORPORATION OF THE MUNICIPALITY

The XXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXX

Of XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

CONSERVATION AUTHORITY

CAO/ Clerk-Treasurer (type name here)

CAO/General Manager (type name here)

___________________________________

______________________________________

Chief Administrative Officer

CAO/General Manager

Date: _____________________

Date: _____________________
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SCHEDULE 1
CA-Municipal Potential Technical Checklist for Planning Applications
These lists include some of the potential technical studies that could be part of a complete application. Through the
pre-consultation process, requirements for technical studies which are appropriate for the project would be
identified. These lists are intended to act as an example of potential technical studies and are not exhaustive.

Should consider requiring the applicant, as part of the covering letter, to have a professional attest that
an application is complete. Municipality and CA should establish a mechanism to determine complete
application requirements as outlined in the municipal Official Plan and to determine the technical
checklist required for these studies. The CA and Municipality should discuss allowing the CA to pre-screen
submissions prior to the municipality confirming that the application is complete.
A-1: Official Plan Amendments
●
●
●
●

●

Covering Letter, which outlines the proposal, provides contact names and describes all
preliminary consultation and submission contents
Application Fee (See CA Fee Schedule)
Appropriate Plans/Drawings
Natural Systems Map (natural hazards and natural heritage features with requisite buffers,
overlaid with existing site conditions, property boundaries, and proposed development and site
alteration)
Topographic Information

Potential technical requirements
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A list of support information and materials for Planning Act applications is typically provided in
Official Plans; this list should be referred to for consideration.
Conceptual Channel Crossings Assessment
Conformity Reports (e.g. Growth Plan, Lake Simcoe Plan, Greenbelt, Niagara Escarpment, ORM,
Rouge Park/Rouge Park North)
Subwatershed Study
Scoped or Full Comprehensive Environmental Impact and Enhancement Study
Functional Servicing Plan/Stormwater Management Study
Floodline Delineation Study/Hydraulics
Functional Servicing Plan/Stormwater Management Study
Geotechnical/Slope Stability Study
Preliminary Grading Plans
Headwater Drainage Feature Evaluation
Fluvial Geomorphology Study
Hydrogeological Assessment
Lake Capacity Analysis
Conceptual Channel Crossings Assessment
Low Impact Development Opportunity Assessment, as required by municipal policy
Scoped or Full Environmental Impact and Enhancement Study
Water Balance Analysis
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●
●

Watercourse Erosion Analysis
Coastal hazard assessment
Other reports/studies identified through the checklists or staff consultation.

A-2: Zoning By-law Amendments
●
●
●
●

●

Covering Letter, which outlines the proposal, provides contact names and describes all
preliminary consultation and submission contents
Application Fee (See Fee Schedule)
Appropriate Plans/Drawings
Natural Systems Map (natural hazards and natural heritage features with requisite buffers,
overlaid with existing site conditions, property boundaries, and proposed development and site
alteration)
Topographic Information

Potential technical requirements
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Archaeological Assessment (on CA Properties only)
Channel Crossings Assessment
Conformity Reports (Greenbelt, Niagara Escarpment, ORM, Rouge Park/Rouge Park North)
Floodline Delineation Study/Hydraulics
Functional Servicing Plan
Geotechnical/Slope Stability Study
Grading Plans
Headwater Drainage Feature Evaluation
Hydrogeological Assessment
Lake Capacity Analysis
Low Impact Development Opportunity Assessment, as required by municipal policy
Scoped or Full Environmental Impact and Enhancement Study
Stormwater Management Study
Structural Elevations and Construction Details
Water Balance Analysis
Watercourse Erosion Analysis
Other reports/studies identified through the checklists or staff consultation.

A-3: Plans of Subdivisions
●
●
●
●

●

Covering Letter, which outlines the proposal, provides contact names and describes all
preliminary consultation and submission contents
Application Fee (See Fee Schedule)
Appropriate Plans/Drawings
Natural Systems Map (natural hazards and natural heritage features with requisite buffers,
overlaid with existing site conditions, property boundaries, and proposed development and site
alteration)
Topographic Information
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Potential technical requirements
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Archaeological Assessment (on TRCA Properties only)
Channel Crossings Assessment
Conformity Reports (Greenbelt, Niagara Escarpment, ORM, Rouge Park/Rouge Park North)
Erosion and Sediment Control Plans
Floodline Delineation Study/Hydraulics
Functional Servicing Plan
Geotechnical/Slope Stability Study
Grading Plans
Headwater Drainage Feature Evaluation
Hydrogeological Assessment
Lake Capacity Analysis
Landscaping/Site Rehabilitation Plan
Low Impact Development Opportunity Assessment, as required by municipal policy
Scoped or Full Environmental Impact and Enhancement Study
Stormwater Management Facility Design
Stormwater Management Study
Structural Elevations and Construction Details
Topsoil Stripping Review
Water Balance Analysis
Watercourse Erosion Analysis
Other reports/studies identified through the checklists or staff consultation.

A-4: Site Plan Controls
●
●
●
●

●

Covering Letter, which outlines the proposal, provides contact names and describes all
preliminary consultation and submission contents
Application Fee (See Fee Schedule)
Appropriate Plans/Drawings
Natural Systems Map (natural hazards and natural heritage features with requisite buffers,
overlaid with existing site conditions, property boundaries, and proposed development and site
alteration)
Topographic Information

Potential technical requirements
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Archaeological Assessment (on CA Properties only)
Channel Crossings Assessment
Conformity Reports (Greenbelt, Niagara Escarpment, ORM, Rouge Park/Rouge Park North)
Erosion and Sediment Control Plans
Floodline Delineation Study/Hydraulics
Functional Servicing Plan
Geotechnical/Slope Stability Study
Grading Plans
Headwater Drainage Feature Evaluation
Hydrogeological Assessment
Landscaping/Site Rehabilitation Plan
Low Impact Development Opportunity Assessment, as required by municipal policy
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Scoped or Full Environmental Impact and Enhancement Study
Stormwater Management Facility Design
Stormwater Management Study
Structural Elevations and Construction Details
Topsoil Stripping Review
Water Balance Analysis
Watercourse Erosion Analysis
Other reports/studies identified through the checklists or staff consultation.

A-5: Consents (Severances) and Minor Variances
●
●
●

Covering Letter, which outlines the proposal, provides contact names and describes all
preliminary consultation and submission contents
Application Fee (See Fee Schedule)
Appropriate Plans/Drawings

Potential technical requirements
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Archaeological Assessment (on CA Properties only)
Conformity Reports (Greenbelt, Niagara Escarpment, ORM, Rouge Park/Rouge Park North)
Erosion and Sediment Control Plans
Floodline Delineation Study/Hydraulics
Geotechnical/Slope Stability Study
Grading Plans
Hydrogeological Assessment
Headwater Drainage Feature Evaluation
Landscaping/Site Rehabilitation Plan
Natural Systems Map (natural hazards and natural heritage features with requisite buffers,
overlaid with existing site conditions, property boundaries, and proposed development and site
alteration)
Scoped or Full Environmental Impact and Enhancement Study
Structural Elevations and Construction Details
Topographic Information
Other reports/studies identified through the checklists or staff consultation.
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SCHEDULE 2
Non-Statutory Development Application Review Timelines
The following table is an example which describes the non-statutory timeframes for development
review applications that the parties will aim to achieve, broken down by certain major application
types. Municipalities and CAs are to negotiate an appropriate timeframe for review of these
applications as part of the MOU process.

APPLICATION TYPE

COMMENTS
AFTER FIRST
CIRCULATION

Site specific
Regional Official
Plan amendments

Meeting scheduled with
all parties and the
applicant within x-21
calendar days of
1
request

Site specific local
Official Plan
Amendments

Same as above

Local municipality to circulate to all
parties within x-3 business days

Parties to provide
comments within
45-x calendar days

Site specific Zoning Bylaw Amendments

Same as above

Local municipality to circulate to all
parties within x-3 business days

Parties to provide
comments within
30-x calendar days

Draft Plans of
Subdivision or
Condominium

Same as above

Site Plans

Consents and Minor
Variances

1

PRECONSULTATION

CIRCULATION
(for pre-consultation, or after an
application is deemed complete,
or for any subsequent
circulations)

Same as above

Upper-tier municipality to
circulate to all parties within x-3
business days

Local municipality to circulate to
all parties within x-3 business days

Parties to provide
comments within
45-x calendar days

Parties to provide
comments within
45-x calendar days

Local municipality to circulate to all
parties within x-3 business days

Parties to provide
comments within x14 calendar days
unless the local
municipality agrees
there is a specific
issue that requires
additional time to
resolve (x-45)

Local municipality to circulate to all
parties within x-3 business days

Parties to provide
comments within
x-14 calendar days

To convene a pre-consultation meeting, the lead agency must have sufficient information from the applicant so
that the parties can provide advice.
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July 19, 2019
Richard Lyall
President
Residential Construction Council of Ontario
25 North Rivermede Road, Unit 13
Vaughan, ON, L4K 5V4
Email: lyall@rescon.com
Dear Mr. Lyall,
Conservation Ontario is the network of Ontario’s 36 Conservation Authorities (CAs). On June 24,
2019 Conservation Ontario Council passed the following resolution at their meeting:
THAT the CA-Municipality MOU Template for Planning and Development Reviews; Guideline
for Client Service Standards for Conservation Authority Plan and Permit Review; and
Guideline for Fee Administration Policies for Plan Review and Permitting, dated June, 2019 be
endorsed.
AND THAT the timeline guideline for minor permits change from 72 to 42 calendar days and
that major permits change from 132 to 63 calendar days excluding statutory holidays.
Following the endorsement of the CO Client Service and Streamlining Initiative at our April 1,
2019 Council meeting, we are pleased to report that all 36 CA Boards have voted to endorse the
Initiative locally within each CA. We are also pleased to note that Conservation Ontario has
successfully held 8 regional client-centric customer service training sessions for CA staff
involved in the planning and regulations programs. The eight sessions saw over 300 CA staff in
attendance.
The three guidance documents referenced above and enclosed have been developed by
Conservation Ontario staff. These documents focus on providing guidance and templates for
the CA planning and regulations programs to ensure a consistent level of client service and
accountability. Following a CA staff review period, the guidance documents were distributed to
representatives from RESCON, Ontario Home Builders Association (OHBA), the Building Industry
and Land Development Association (BILD) and the Association of Municipalities of Ontario
(AMO) for their review. We greatly appreciate the input provided from RESCON on these
guidance documents during this period.
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As of July 4, 2019 all 36 CAs have received copies of the three documents to support future
development or updates of CA policies and tools which support the CA planning and regulations
programs. As an initial action, Conservation Ontario will be working closely with a select group
of “high-growth” CAs to implement a consistent client-centric CA review and approval process
checklist of CA policies, agreements, reports and other tools to promote transparency and
better serve our clients.
In summary, conservation authorities are collectively committed to working in collaboration
with the building and development industry and our member municipalities to support the
Province’s objective to increase housing supply, while protecting public health and safety, and,
the environment.
As Chair of Conservation Ontario, I look forward to working with you and your staff on this file.
Should there be any questions or the need for additional information, please contact Kim
Gavine at ext. 231 or kgavine@conservationontario.ca.
Sincerely,

Wayne Emmerson
Chair, Conservation Ontario
c.c.

All CA General Managers/Chief Administrative Officers
Michael de Lint, Director, Building Regulatory Reform & Technical Standards, RESCON

Conservation Ontario
120 Bayview Parkway, Newmarket ON L3Y 3W3
Tel: 905.895.0716 Email: info@conservationontario.ca

www.conservationontario.ca
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July 19, 2019
Jamie McGarvey
AMO President, Mayor, Town of Parry Sound
Suite 801
200 University Avenue
Toronto, ON, M5H 3C6
Dear Mr. McGarvey,
Conservation Ontario is the network of Ontario’s 36 Conservation Authorities (CAs). On June 24,
2019 Conservation Ontario Council passed the following resolution at their meeting:
THAT the CA-Municipality MOU Template for Planning and Development Reviews; Guideline
for Client Service Standards for Conservation Authority Plan and Permit Review; and Guideline
for Fee Administration Policies for Plan Review and Permitting, dated June, 2019 be
endorsed.
AND THAT the timeline guideline for minor permits change from 72 to 42 calendar days and
that major permits change from 132 to 63 calendar days excluding statutory holidays.
Since our last correspondence following the endorsement of the CO Client Service and
Streamlining Initiative at our April 1, 2019 Council meeting, we are pleased to report that all 36
CA Boards have voted to endorse the Initiative locally within each CA. We are also pleased to
note that Conservation Ontario has successfully held 8 regional client-centric customer service
training sessions for CA staff involved in the planning and regulations programs. The eight
sessions saw over 300 CA staff in attendance.
The three guidance documents referenced above and enclosed have been developed by
Conservation Ontario staff using previous materials supplied by AMO staff in the case of the CAMunicipality MOU Template. These documents focus on providing guidance and templates for
the CA planning and regulations programs to ensure a consistent level of client service and
accountability. Following a CA staff review period, the draft guidance documents were
distributed to representatives from AMO, Residential Construction Council of Ontario
(RESCON), Ontario Home Builders Association (OHBA) and the Building Industry and Land
Development Association (BILD) for their review. We greatly appreciate the input provided
from AMO on these guidance documents during this period.
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As of July 4, 2019 all 36 CAs have received copies of the three documents to support future
development or updates of CA policies and tools which support the CA planning and regulations
programs. As an initial action, Conservation Ontario will be working closely with a select group
of “high-growth” CAs to implement a consistent client-centric CA review and approval process
checklist of CA policies, agreements, reports and other tools to promote transparency and
better serve our clients.
We appreciate the collaboration of your staff Cathie Brown and the opportunity for CO staff to
present on this initiative to the AMO CA Task Force on April 10, 2019 and again on June 12,
2019.
In summary, conservation authorities are collectively committed to working in collaboration
with our member municipalities and the building and development industry to support the
Province’s objective to increase housing supply, while protecting public health and safety, and,
the environment.
As Chair of Conservation Ontario, I look forward to working with you and your staff on this file.
Should there be any questions or the need for additional information, please contact Kim
Gavine at ext. 231 or kgavine@conservationontario.ca.
Sincerely,

Wayne Emmerson
Chair, Conservation Ontario
c.c.

All CA General Managers/Chief Administrative Officers
Cathie Brown, Senior Advisor, AMO
Lyn Dollin, Chair, AMO CA Task Force

Conservation Ontario
120 Bayview Parkway, Newmarket ON L3Y 3W3
Tel: 905.895.0716 Email: info@conservationontario.ca

www.conservationontario.ca
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July 19, 2019
Cheryl Shindruk – (Geranium Homes)
BILD Chair, Executive Committee
Suite 100, 20 Upjohn Road
North York, ON, M3B 2V9
c/o Email: dwilkes@bildgta.ca (Dave Wilkes, President and CEO)
Dear Ms. Shindruk,
Conservation Ontario is the network of Ontario’s 36 Conservation Authorities (CAs). On June 24,
2019 Conservation Ontario Council passed the following resolution at their meeting:
THAT the CA-Municipality MOU Template for Planning and Development Reviews; Guideline
for Client Service Standards for Conservation Authority Plan and Permit Review; and
Guideline for Fee Administration Policies for Plan Review and Permitting, dated June, 2019 be
endorsed.
AND THAT the timeline guideline for minor permits change from 72 to 42 calendar days and
that major permits change from 132 to 63 calendar days excluding statutory holidays.
Since our last correspondence following the endorsement of the CO Client Service and
Streamlining Initiative at our April 1, 2019 Council meeting, we are pleased to report that all 36
CA Boards have voted to endorse the Initiative locally within each CA. We are also pleased to
note that Conservation Ontario has successfully held 8 regional client-centric customer service
training sessions for CA staff involved in the planning and regulations programs. The eight
sessions saw over 300 CA staff in attendance.
The three guidance documents referenced above and enclosed have been developed by
Conservation Ontario staff. These documents focus on providing guidance and templates for
the CA planning and regulations programs to ensure a consistent level of client service and
accountability. Following a CA staff review period, the guidance documents were distributed to
representatives from BILD, the Ontario Home Builders Association (OHBA), the Residential
Construction Council of Ontario (RESCON) and the Association of Municipalities of Ontario
(AMO) for their review. We greatly appreciate the input provided from OHBA, RESCON, and
AMO on these guidance documents during this period.
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As of July 4, 2019 all 36 CAs have received copies of the three documents to support future
development or updates of CA policies and tools which support the CA planning and regulations
programs. As an initial action, Conservation Ontario will be working closely with a select group
of “high-growth” CAs to implement a consistent client-centric CA review and approval process
checklist of CA policies, agreements, reports and other tools to promote transparency and
better serve our clients.
In summary, conservation authorities are collectively committed to working in collaboration
with the building and development industry and our member municipalities to support the
Province’s objective to increase housing supply, while protecting public health and safety, and,
the environment.
As Chair of Conservation Ontario, I look forward to working with you and your staff on this file.
Should there be any questions or the need for additional information, please contact Kim
Gavine at ext. 231 or kgavine@conservationontario.ca.
Sincerely,

Wayne Emmerson
Chair, Conservation Ontario
c.c.

All CA General Managers/Chief Administrative Officers
Paula Tenuta, Senior Vice President, Policy and Government Relations
Carmina Tupe, Planner, Policy and Government Relations

Conservation Ontario
120 Bayview Parkway, Newmarket ON L3Y 3W3
Tel: 905.895.0716 Email: info@conservationontario.ca

www.conservationontario.ca
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July 19, 2019
Rick Martins
President, Executive Committee
Ontario Home Builders Association (OHBA)
1398 Bethel Road, P.O. Box 86
New Dundee, ON N0B 2E0
Email: president@ohba.ca
Dear Mr. Martins,
Conservation Ontario is the network of Ontario’s 36 Conservation Authorities (CAs). On June 24,
2019 Conservation Ontario Council passed the following resolution at their meeting:
THAT the CA-Municipality MOU Template for Planning and Development Reviews; Guideline
for Client Service Standards for Conservation Authority Plan and Permit Review; and Guideline
for Fee Administration Policies for Plan Review and Permitting, dated June, 2019 be
endorsed.
AND THAT the timeline guideline for minor permits change from 72 to 42 calendar days and
that major permits change from 132 to 63 calendar days excluding statutory holidays.
Since our last correspondence following the endorsement of the CO Client Service and
Streamlining Initiative at our April 1, 2019 Council meeting, we are pleased to report that all 36
CA Boards have voted to endorse the Initiative locally within each CA. We are also pleased to
note that Conservation Ontario has successfully held 8 regional client-centric customer service
training sessions for CA staff involved in the planning and regulations programs. The eight
sessions saw over 300 CA staff in attendance.
The three guidance documents referenced above and enclosed have been developed by
Conservation Ontario staff. These documents focus on providing guidance and templates for
the CA planning and regulations programs to ensure a consistent level of client service and
accountability. Following a CA staff review period, the guidance documents were distributed to
representatives from OHBA, Residential Construction Council of Ontario (RESCON), the Building
Industry and Land Development Association (BILD) and the Association of Municipalities of
Ontario (AMO) for their review. We greatly appreciate the input provided from OHBA on these
guidance documents during this period.
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As of July 4, 2019 all 36 CAs have received copies of the three documents to support future
development or updates of CA policies and tools which support the CA planning and regulations
programs. As an initial action, Conservation Ontario will be working closely with a select group
of “high-growth” CAs to implement a consistent client-centric CA review and approval process
checklist of CA policies, agreements, reports and other tools to promote transparency and
better serve our clients.
In summary, conservation authorities are collectively committed to working in collaboration
with the building and development industry and our member municipalities to support the
Province’s objective to increase housing supply, while protecting public health and safety, and,
the environment.
As Chair of Conservation Ontario, I look forward to working with you and your staff on this file.
Should there be any questions or the need for additional information, please contact Kim
Gavine at ext. 231 or kgavine@conservationontario.ca.
Sincerely,

Wayne Emmerson
Chair, Conservation Ontario
c.c.

All CA General Managers/Chief Administrative Officers
Joe Vaccaro, Chief Executive Officer, OHBA
Michael Collins-Williams, Director of Policy, OHBA

Conservation Ontario
120 Bayview Parkway, Newmarket ON L3Y 3W3
Tel: 905.895.0716 Email: info@conservationontario.ca

www.conservationontario.ca
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TO:

Chair and Members of the Board

FROM:

Dan Marinigh, CAO/Secretary-Treasurer

MEETING DATE:

August 15, 2019

SUBJECT:

Quarterly Financial and Activity Report

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to update the Board on the Authority’s financial position for the first
quarter and to inform the Board about the progress being made towards achieving the key
performance objectives for 2019.
RECOMMENDED MOTION:
1. Resolved, that the Board Report Number 2019-053 “Quarterly Financial and Activity Report”
be received.
BACKGROUND:
It is the practice of the Authority to keep the Board informed about the Authority’s financial position.
This is done through quarterly financial updates.
Annually the Board establishes key performance objectives. These are described in the 2019 Operating
and Capital Budget document.
DISCUSSION:
Appended to this report is the Financial and Activity Report for the second quarter of 2019.
The Authority’s financial forecast to year end has been updated to reflect the Section 39 Provincial
Transfer funding reduction of $86,911. It is anticipated that expenses will be reduced in the affected
program/service areas to offset the reduced grant.
The progress towards meeting the key performance objectives for 2019 are generally in line with
management’s plans and expectations. Two projects are behind schedule and a third is not likely to be
implemented due to the reduction in provincial funding.
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Behind schedule/over budget

On schedule/budget
Not yet started

At the request of member municipalities, undertake post
development monitoring programs

Fulfill the Authority's obligations in its Memorandum of Agreements
with member municipalities to provide technical review and expertise
on natural heritage matters to assist the municipality in making
environmentally sound decisions on Planning Act applications.

Meet the Authority's delegated responsibility to represent the
provincial interest in natural hazards through timely engagement with
member municipalities in the review of applications under the
Planning Act.

Description of Activities
Deliver the Authority's permitting responsibilities ensuring adherence
to Ontario Regulation 167/06 and related policies, timely customer
service and appropriate enforcement action.

In progress.

Undertake 1-3 post development monitoring programs.
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5 studies received to date.

Receive, review and comment on 5 to 10 Environmental
Assessment Studies.

19 legal inquiries received to date.

163 applications received to date.

Receive, review and comment on 325 to 350 applications
under the Planning Act.

Respond to 25 to 50 legal inquiries.

Accomplishment to Date
134 permit applications received to date.

2019 Performance Objectives
Receive, review and issue 225 to 250 permits.

PLAN REVIEW & PERMITTING SERVICES
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On schedule/budget
Not yet started
Behind schedule/over budget

Description of Activities
Acquire and maintain floodplain mapping

Technical work largely complete. Undergoing peer review. Public
awareness and education delayed until September 2019.

Technical work complete. Public awareness and education began in
May/June.

Technical work complete. Public awareness and education began in
May/June.

On schedule. Preparation for modeling in progress.

On schedule. Preparation for modeling in progress.
On schedule. Contract awarded. Field work and modeling
preparation in progress.

On schedule. Contract awarded. Field work and modeling
preparation in progress.

Complete flood plain mapping for Curtis Creek and undertake
a communications initiative to inform stakeholders of the
new mapping.
Complete floodplain mapping along the southern shoreline of
the Kawartha Lakes and north shoreline of Rice Lake within
the Authority's jurisdiction and undertake a communications
initiative to inform stakeholders of new mapping.

Complete floodplain mapping for the north shore of the
Kawartha Lakes in the Township of North Kawartha and the
Municipality of Trent Lakes and undertake a communications
initiative to inform stakeholders of the new mapping.
Achieve project milestones for updating the flood plain
mapping tributaries of the Otonabee River in Lakefield.

Achieve project milestones for updating the flood plain
mapping on the Ouse River in Norwood.
Initiate a project to update the flood plain mapping for a
portion of the Jackson Creek east of the Cavan Swamp to
Little Lake (subject to funding approval under the National
Disaster Mitigation Program).
Initiate a project to update the flood plain mapping for Baxter
Creek (subject to funding approval under the National
Disaster Mitigation Program).
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Accomplishment to Date
Technical work largely complete. Undergoing peer review. Public
awareness and education delayed until September 2019.

2019 Performance Objectives
Complete flood plain mapping for Meade Creek and
undertake a communications initiative to inform stakeholders
of the new mapping.

FLOODPLAIN MAPPING
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Description of Activities

Behind schedule/over budget

On schedule/budget
Not yet started

Operate Beavermead Campground for group and family camping.
Includes canoe rentals and retail sales (i.e. ice, firewood, etc.)

Operate the family and group campgrounds from May 10 to
October 14, 2019.

2019 Performance Objectives

BEAVERMEAD CAMPGROUND

2019 Performance Objectives
Operate the day use area and family campground from May
10 to October 14, 2019 and the group campground from May
3 to October 27, 2019.

Description of Activities

WARSAW CAVES CONSERVATION AREA & CAMPGROUND
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Beavermead Campground opened for camping May 10th, 2019.

Accomplishment to Date

Warsaw Caves Conservation Area opened for camping May 10th,
2019.

Accomplishment to Date

Timber sale tender has been issued

Seasonal maintenance activities are underway

Undertake stewardship and property management activities
on 4 conservation areas (i.e. erect ownership signs, repair
fences and gates, repair trails, etc.).
Undertake forest management activities described in the
2018 Managed Forest Plan.

not yet started

Accomplishment to Date

Prepare Management Statements for 6 Conservation Areas.

2019 Performance Objectives

Operate Warsaw Caves Conservation Area and Campground for day
use and group and family camping. Includes canoe rentals and retails
sales (i.e. ice, firewood, headlamps, etc.)

Ensure the proper stewardship and management of the 10,300 acres
of land owned by the Authority

Maintain several free-use conservation areas, with 31km of trails, for
outdoor recreation activities including hiking and biking (Harold
Town, Miller Creek, Young's Point, Imagine the Marsh, Jackson Creek
Kiwanis Trail, Squirrel Creek, Selwyn Beach)

Description of Activities

CONSERVATION LANDS MANAGEMENT
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Description of Activities

Behind schedule/over budget

On schedule/budget
Not yet started

Undertake stewardship activities in partnership with member
municipalities and where appropriate actively involve local youth and
watershed residents

Description of Land Stewardship Activities:

Implement special research and technical studies in partnership with
or on behalf of member municipalities

Implement water quality & quantity monitoring programs in
partnership with various provincial agencies

Description of Monitoring Activities:

Accomplishment to Date

not yet started, will work with new communications staff to initiate

responded to 9 inquiries related to agricultural stewardship projects,
and 5 inquiries related to tree planting, algae, shoreline
naturalization
Planning underway for 9 stewardship projects including tree planting
and habitat enhancement in partnership with Township of DouroDummer, Selwyn, City of Peterborough and Fleming College
62 orders received for 5475 trees

Leverage the information acquired through monitoring
programs and through the use of social media and marketing
make available easy to understand information products
about the watershed.
Respond to 5 to 10 requests/ inquiries for advice and
technical support.
Undertake 5 to 10 stewardship projects.

Offer the Tree Seedling Sale Program.
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application for NDMP funding was successful, but due to the
reduction in provincial grants the matching funding for this project
has been redeployed to other areas. Project scope will be
significantly reduced or the project will be dropped

benthic macroinvertebrate samples collected at 8 sites

Collect benthic macro invertebrate samples to asses surface
water quality conditions across a number of streams and
creeks.
Undertake a comprehensive review and prepare a plan to
improve the Authority's monitoring, inventory and associated
information management activities (subject to the approval
for external funding)

ongoing participation in PGMN underway and water quality sampling
scheduled for fall 2019

annual surface water quality monitoring program initiated and
samples collected in April, May and June at 20 sites throughout the
watershed (16 PWQMN sites, 4 WRC sites)

Participate in the Provincial Groundwater Monitoring
Network by maintaining 11 ground water monitoring wells
and collecting water quantity and quality information.

Participate in the Provincial Water Quality Monitoring
Network by collecting monthly water samples at 16 sites.

2019 Performance Objectives

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
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World Water Day Education Sessions delivered to 3 grade 8 classes,
Riverview Creek Tour completed for 2 Fleming classes, Environment
Day activities delivered to 50 PVNCCDSB students from Grades 7-10,
delivered 1 "Who Lives in Your Watershed" program in partnership
with OTCC, and Holy Cross Religion Retreat Tree Planting for Grade
10 students
2019 Envirothon completed, 7 teams participated from 6 schools.

Participating in the Keeping Kids Healthy Project in partnership with
the City of Peterborough and Peterborough Public Health,
participated as judges at the Peterborough Regional Science Fair
not yet started, lead staff member at PNVCCDSB is on leave until
September

Deliver other curriculum linked educational activities (i.e.
Yellow Fish Road) to 5 to 10 classes/ groups.

Collaborate with other partners to deliver the Regional
Envirothon Competition to high school students.
Investigate opportunities to engage a new and broader
audience to experience and learn about the natural
environment.
Explore with local school boards the opportunity to support
them in the deliver of the Specialist High Skills Major Environment Program.
In partnership with the Riverview Park and Zoo deliver the
Bondar Challenge Summer Camp Program

Behind schedule/over budget

On schedule/budget
Not yet started

Offer co-op learning placements for students from local high
schools, Fleming College and Trent University

Over 700 students visited the Healthy Shorelines Healthy - Healthy
Rivers activity centre hosted by Otonabee Conservation at the
Peterborough Children's Water Festival on May 28, 29, 30

Collaborate with other partners to deliver the Peterborough
Children's Water Festival.
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Credit for Product Placement completed with 4 students from
Fleming College, 1 Adam Scott Co-op placement completed, 2
Fleming student placements completed

8 Bondar Camp Sessions scheduled for 2019, 2 delivered to date.

Be a Watershed Steward Programs delivered to 235 students in 12
classes at 6 schools

Deliver the Be A Watershed Steward Program to 15 classes/
groups.

Deliver water safety and other water related education programs to
elementary and secondary school students

Spring Water Awareness Program delivered to 80 classes at 8 schools
to 1658 students.

Deliver the Spring Water Awareness Program to 10 schools.

Develop, market and deliver family-friendly events that foster
environmental awareness of the watershed community and the
diversity of wildlife and habitats characteristics of the region

12 Discovery Days events scheduled, 3 Discovery Days delivered

Accomplishment to Date

Deliver 6 to 10 Discovery Days and other events.

2019 Performance Objectives

Description of Education Activities:

Description of Activities

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
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Behind schedule/over budget

On schedule/budget
Not yet started

Provide administrative support to the Otonabee-Peterborough Source
Protection Authority to meet all of their obligations under the Trent
Source Protection Plan and the Clean Water Act

Support municipalities in the Otonabee-Peterborough Source
Protection Authority to implement the policies for the Trent Source
Protection Plan

Support the Trent Source Protection Committee to maintain and
implement the Trent Source Protection Plan

Fulfill the Authority's obligations outlined in the agreements with
municipalities to enforce Part IV of the Clean Water Act through
activities of the Risk Management Office and to ensure compliance
with the Trent Source Protection Plan and the Clean Water Act

Description of Activities

Presentation delivered to Peterborough and Kawarthas Association
of Realtors, delivered presentation at March 8 Municipal Forum,
Display at Celebrate Havelock and Showcase Asphodel-Norwood,
displays at Farmer's Markets scheduled
annual reporting for 2018 received and provided to TCC for
incorporation into 2018 Annual Progress Report,

Deliver 5 to 10 outreach events/ presentations.

Complete annual reporting and other administrative
requirements.
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responded to inquiries from the public, municipalities and
stakeholders related to the implementation of the CWA and
Amendments to Trent SPP, submitted Section 34 Amendment to
MECP, supported municipalities proposing changes to their Drinking
Water Systems

Respond to inquiries from the public, support municipalities
to implement regulations

Attended March 29 SPC Meeting, and provided update related to
Section 34 Update process, prepared and circulated nomination
requests for new SPC municipal representatives

2 Risk Management Plans negotiated

Negotiate risk management plans.
Attend SPC meetings, and provide reports, information etc. as
required.

67 Notices issued under Section 59 of the Clean Water Act

Accomplishment to Date

Receive and review 30 to 40 Section 59 applications and issue
notices as required.

2019 Performance Objectives

SOURCE WATER PROTECTION
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Behind schedule/over budget

On schedule/budget
Not yet started

Operate and maintain water and ice control structures ensuring that
they are in safe working order and that public safety measures are in
place

Monitor watershed conditions to detect low water conditions and
support the Low Water Response Team in responding to low water
events

Operate a year-round 24 hour/day flood forecasting and warning
system to ensure that residents and municipalities are aware of
potential flood related events in a timely manner, and during storm
events support municipally led emergency response

Description of Activities

project underway in partnership with MNRF and Quinte
Conservation to include water level and precipitation information on
website

Adopt new tools to communicate information about flooding
and drought conditions.
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NDMP funding confirmed, detailed project planning initiated

5 watershed condition statements - water safety issued; 1
watershed conditions statement - flood outlook issued, 14 Flood
Warnings issued

Issue flood messages and statements as required.

In partnership with Water Survey Canada upgrade 3 ORCA
hydrometric stations and transfer day to day management to
Water Survey of Canada.

ongoing operation of meteorological and hydrological monitoring
stations, 9 snow surveys completed

Accomplishment to Date

Operate and maintain 8 meteorological monitoring stations, 3
hydrological monitoring stations and 2 snow survey courses
and supporting data/ information management applications.

2019 Performance Objectives

WATER MANAGEMENT
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Description of Activities

On schedule/budget
Not yet started
Behind schedule/over budget

Provide communications and marketing services

Communications and Marketing:

Provide the necessary administrative and support services for the
efficient and effective operation of the Authority (i.e. payroll,
purchasing, financial, human resources, IT, GIS and vehicle,
equipment and facility management)

Support the Board of Directors in meeting its legislated mandate and
responsibilities

Administrative:

Launch an e-newsletter
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Hosted news conference to launch 60th Anniversary program; 60th
anniversary; 60th anniversary event held on June, free day-use at
Warsaw Caves CA held in July, Council declarations of recognition
were received
Newsletters issued January, April / 108 subscribers to date

47 earned media coverage

Earn 150 items in the local media
Convert forms and applications to accessible on-line fillable
forms
Celebrate the Authority's 60th Anniversary

13 news releases/advisories issued to date

Six presentations delivered to date

2018 Annual Report approved and distributed

Accomplishment to Date

Release 50-60 news releases, public service announcements,
information products, etc.

Deliver 20-25 general events and presentations

Implement any new regulatory requirements issued under
the Conservation Authorities Act.

Implement changes under the Employment Standards Act
that come into effect on January 1, 2019.

Produce audited financial statements and an annual report
for 2018.

2019 Performance Objectives
Prepare for Board approval an operating & capital budget for
2020.

CORPORATE SERVICES
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Description of Activities

On schedule/budget
Not yet started
Behind schedule/over budget

Capital projects

Detailed design and tender documents are being prepared, work will
commence in the fall.
not yet started, regulatory approvals are being sought
Contract for design work has been issued
All construction work is now completed and site rehabilitation is
ongoing

Replace the Warsaw Caves Gatehouse
Repair Hope Dam retaining wall
Complete engineering and design for Jackson Creek bridge
Complete Millbrook Dam reconstruction

completed

Replace a vehicle
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Contract for design work has been implemented

Complete engineering and design for Warsaw Dam

Loan payment for the comfort station at Warsaw Caves
Conservation Area & Campground

underway, fire proof safes have been installed

Accomplishment to Date

Upgrade file storage facilities to ensure the effective and
secure storage of corporate records.

2019 Performance Objectives
Undertake an accommodation study of the Authority's
administrative building to determine long term needs and a
preferred option for meeting those needs.

CAPITAL PROJECTS
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$

$

$

Notes

957,724

265,538
217,006
285,280
189,900

957,724

756,510
20,000
11,000
142,413
21,000
6,801
-

51,856
139,535
6,000
-

$ 197,391

$

$ 309,190

$ 205,029
35,280
51,192
5,081
6,203
6,406
-

$ 770,467

61,375
-

$ 103,710
35,932
569,450

$ 770,467

$ 501,332
67,000
116,585
61,950
5,800
17,800
-

Conservation Lands
Program
Actual
Budget

9. Year end allocation

8. Project and other funding received later in year

7. CA fees and sales increase in summer months

5. Insurance expense for year paid in April
6. Delay in payment of provincial grants/ reduction of $86,911 to Section 39 transfer payment

4. Services billed later in year

3. Expenses increase in summer months

1. Insurance expense for year paid in April
2. Expenses increase in summer months

427,760

Total Revenue $

421,643

323,619 $
17,219
10,256
63,181
4,146
3,221
-

132,770
143,854
151,136

$

$

Plan Review & Permitting
Services
Actual
Budget

$

Revenue
General Levy
Government Grants
Conservation Area Fees and Sales
Development and Planning Fees
Other Income
Transfer from reserves

Total Expenses

Expenses
Salaries, Benefits & Training
Insurance, Taxes & Utilities
Maintenance, Services & Supplies
Other Expenses
Professional Services
Travel & Staff Expenses
Vehicle Costs

Operations

93,244
82,659
-

$ 175,903

$

$ 303,103

$ 186,278
9,023
23,210
69,210
9,285
6,098
-

$ 640,853

$ 186,489
99,864
337,000
17,500

$ 640,853

$ 400,844
10,750
63,009
109,950
43,000
13,300
-

Watershed Management
Program
Actual
Budget

$

$

$

$

305,774

282,676
23,098
-

335,185

195,389
19,365
63,860
39,617
263
5,227
11,464

$

$

$

$

627,334

565,351
8,983
53,000

627,334

390,409
27,950
117,925
48,050
9,000
7,000
27,000

Corporate Services
Actual
Budget

2019 Second Quarter Financial Report - Operations

$

$

$

1,106,828

560,546
139,535
143,854
262,893
-

1,369,120

910,315
80,886
148,518
177,090
19,896
20,951
11,464

Actual

$

$

$

$

$

2,996,378

$

1,121,088 $
361,785
569,450
285,280
641,275
17,500

2,996,378

2,049,095
125,700
308,519
362,363
78,800
44,901
27,000

Total
Budget

2,885,342

1,121,088
250,749
569,450
285,280
641,275
17,500

2,908,569

1,995,865
117,450
298,660
355,694
72,000
42,900
26,000

Forecast

50.0%
0.0%
22.2%
51.0%
10.6%
0.0%
29.6%

45.3%
67.4%
40.6%
29.7%
26.8%
52.0%
59.7%
43.6%

Last Year
to date

8
9

6
7

5

1
2
3
4

Notes
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50.0%
0.0%
24.5%
50.4%
41.0%
0.0%
36.9%

44.4%
64.3%
48.1%
48.9%
25.2%
46.7%
42.5%
45.7%

% of
Budget
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Total Expenses $

Reserves

Other Income - Donations, Service Fees, Grants

Loan

Total Revenue

64,941

-

12,478

-

9,311

Government Grants - Water & Erosion Control Insfrastructure

896,100

-

5,000

402,000

23,500

80,000

285,600

71
-

Special Benefiting Levy (Millbrook Dam)

100,000

896,100

35,000

22,000

365,600

10,000

25,000

260,000

13,500

150,000

15,000

2019
Budget

43,081

64,941

Government Grants - Small Communities Infrastructure Fund

Capital Levy

Revenue

Replace vehicle

27,782

5,724

Warsaw Dam Erosion - Design & Engineering Part 1

Vehicles

7,490

8,575

71

4,048

-

Warsaw Dam Public/Operator Safety

Warsaw Dam Erosion - Design & Engineering Part 2

Millbrook Dam Public Safety Measures Part 1

Millbrook Dam Reconstruction

Jackson Creek Bridge Repairs Engineering & Design

Hope Dam Retaining Wall Repairs

Infrastructure

-

6,552

Warsaw Caves Campground Gatehouse Replacement

Warsaw Caves Comfort Station Loan Repayment

4,699

2019
Actual

Office Renovations - Design & Tender

Purchase File Storage Equipment

Buildings

Expenses

carried over from 2018

carried over from 2018

funding not approved

carried over from 2018

invoiced in July

funding not approved

project not yet started

2019 Second Quarter Financial Report - Capital

Notes
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TO:

Chair and Members of the Board

FROM:

Dan Marinigh, CAO/ Secretary-Treasurer

MEETING DATE:

August 15, 2019

SUBJECT:

Correspondence & Media Coverage

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to provide the Board with copies of significant correspondence and all
media coverage received since the last Board meeting.
RECOMMENDED MOTION:
1) Resolved, That Board Report Number 2019-054 Correspondence & Media Coverage be received
for information.
DISCUSSION:
The following items are included for review:
Correspondence:
1) Thank You Card from Sir Sanford Fleming College re: ORCA’s Academic Award
2) Letter from the Township of Selwyn, re: Otonabee Conservation Appreciation Week, dated June
7, 2019
3) Letter from the Township of Douro-Dummer, re: Municipal Declaration – Otonabee
Conservation Appreciation Week 2019, dated June 11, 2019
4) Letter from the Township of Cavan Monaghan, re: Otonabee Conservation Appreciation Week,
dated June 13, 2019
5) Letter from the Township of Asphodel-Norwood, re: Municipal Declaration – Otonabee
Conservation Appreciation Week 2019
6) Letter from Ministry of Municipal Affairs & Housing, re: National Disaster Mitigation Program
Approval, dated June 21, 2019
7) Letter of gratitude from Shaun Plassery, re: Otonabee Water Conservation Award,
Peterborough Regional Science Fair, received July 18, 2019
Media:
Conservation Lands
1. “Swimming season kicks off at Local Beaches”, Lakefield Herald, June 21, 2019
2. “Millbrook Dam”, Millbrook Times, July, 2019
Corporate Services
1. “ORCA celebrates 50 Years”, Lakefield Herald, June 14, 2019
Report #: 2019-054
August 8, 2019
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“Celebrate 60 Years of Conservation at Warsaw Caves Conservation Area”, Otonabee
Conservation News Release, July 4, 2019
“Celebrate 60 Years of Conservation at Warsaw Caves Conservation Area”, Otonabee
3.
Conservation Media Advisory, July 8, 2019
“Celebrate 60 Years of Conservation at Warsaw Caves Conservation Area – July 9, 2019”,
4.
Otonabee Conservation Facebook Posting
“Otonabee Conservation would like to thank those who attended the celebrations at Warsaw
5.
Caves Conservation Area” Otonabee Conservation Facebook posting
“A Year in the Life of Otonabee Conservation”, Cottage Country Lifestyle Magazine, Summer,
6.
2019 (Directors will find complete copies of the magazine in the Blue Folders)
Plan Review and Permitting Services
“Otonabee Conservation to Create Floodplain Maps for Kawartha Lakes”, Otonabee
1.
Conservation Release, June 12, 2019
“Otonabee Conservation to Create Floodplain Maps for Kawartha Lakes”, Otonabee
2.
Conservation Facebook Post
“Kawartha Lakes Floodplain Mapping Project” Otonabee Conservation Facebook response to
3.
Residents Comment on Facebook Post
4. “Otonabee Conservation to create floodplain maps”, Lakefield Herald, June 21, 2019
5. “Ontario Conservation Authorities Developing Floodplain Maps”, Millbrook Times, July 2019
Watershed Management – Education & Events
“The Bondar Challenge: Coming to Riverview Park & Zoo and Otonabee Conservation this
1.
Summer” Otonabee Conservation News Release, June 11, 2019
“Photos in nature for Peterborough’s Bondar Challenge”, Peterborough Examiner, June 19,
2.
2019
3. “The Bondar Challenge”, Lakefield Herald, June 21, 2019
“Discovery Days Returns to Warsaw Caves Conservation Area”, Otonabee Conservation News
4.
Release, July 11, 2019
“Discovery Days Returns to Beavermead Campground”, Otonabee Conservation News Release,
5.
July 15, 2019
“Discovery Days Events this weekend at Beavermead Campground”, Otonabee Conservation
6.
Media Advisory, July 16, 2019
“Discovery Days Events this weekend at Beavermead Campground”, Otonabee Conservation
7.
Media Advisory, July 19, 2019
“Discovery Days Returns to Harold Town Conservation Area” Otonabee Conservation News
8.
Release, July 22, 2019
“Discovery Days Returns to Harold Town Conservation Area” Otonabee Conservation Media
9.
Advisory, July 22, 2019
2.

ANALYSIS:
Contributes to the Advancement of the following Strategic Goals:
☒Safeguard people and property from flooding and other natural hazards
☐Contribute to the maintenance of a healthy and resilient natural environment
☐Provide recreational opportunities in the natural environment
☐Build awareness and understanding of the value of the natural environment
☒Supports organization excellence
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